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1 Introduction
Graphene is a two-dimensional allotrope of carbon [8] that has attracted enor-
mous interest due to both its truly two-dimensional nature as well as its unique
electronic properties originating in a linear energy dispersion at the Fermi level.
The spectrum at the K points is akin to the Dirac cones of massless relativistic
particles, causing excitement about the opportunities to test relativistic quan-
tum mechanics in a solid state material. This ideal picture changes qualitatively
when spin-orbit coupling is taken into account. Namely, the coupling introduces
a gap in the spectrum, giving a mass to the particles, and the spectrum is no
longer linear. The emergence of the gap moves graphene from the family of
semimetals to the one of quantum Spin Hall insulators [9]. It is ironic that the
relativistic (spin-orbit) effects destroy the relativistic nature of the graphene
spectrum.
While spin-orbit coupling in graphene is relatively small compared to the
usual semiconductors, it is nevertheless important for the understanding of many
physical phenomena. These include spin relaxation of electrons, the electronic
g-factor, the magnetocrystalline and otherwise magnetic transport anisotropies,
spin transport, or the quantum Spin Hall effects in graphene ribbons.
The absence of hyperfine coupling and small intra-atomic spin-orbit coupling
in carbon atoms should provide long spin relaxation times in graphene and also
in graphene related structures: stacks of several graphene layers. This makes
single layer graphene and the so called few layer graphenes promising candi-
dates for spin-based devices, where the coupling of spin and orbital degrees of
freedom plays a major role in investigations of the building blocks of spintronics
such as spin injection [10, 11], spin transport [12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17], and spin
relaxation [18, 19, 20]. However, the first spin injection measurements based
on a nonlocal spin valve geometry [18] revealed surprisingly short spin relax-
ation times of about 100 - 200 ps, being only weakly dependent on the charge
density and temperature. This contradiction raises questions about the role of
the intra-atomic spin-orbit interaction in the electronic properties of single and
few layer graphenes. In this context one faces the questions: How does spin-
orbit interaction change the band structures of single and few layer graphenes,
and how big are these effects? A further question is how the raising spin-orbit
coupling effects change under the influence of an applied electric field, which
exists in the experimental environment: In experimental realizations graphene
is gated and/or is placed on a substrate which usually includes charged impuri-
xiii
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ties. Free-standing ideal graphene has a center of inversion symmetry, making
its states doubly (spin) degenerate at a given momentum, even in the presence of
spin-orbit coupling. Graphene on a substrate, or under a gate bias voltage, loses
this property and the bands are further split. This splitting is akin to the one
encountered in semiconductor physics under the name of Bychkov-Rashba split-
ting or structure inversion asymmetry induced splitting [21, 22]. Only Kramers
degeneracy is left, meaning that the energies of the states of opposite spins and
momenta are equal. In this work we define the Therefore spin-orbit coupling
effect which is due to the intra-atomic spin-orbit interaction and the extrinsic
spin-orbit coupling effect, Bychov-Rashba spin-orbit coupling, which arises due
to an external electric field normal to the graphene layer.
The question about the size of the spin-orbit induced Therefore band gap
in single layer graphene at the K points has been given conflicting answers.
The earliest estimates of 200 µeV [9] were replaced by tight-binding studies and
supporting first-principles results [23, 24], predicting the gap as small as 1 µeV.
These tight-binding studies considered s and p orbitals only. An all-electron
first-principles calculations gave a much higher value of 50 µeV [25], posing an
interesting puzzle of what is the actual physics behind the gap. It has recently
been proved, again from first-principles calculations, that the gap originates
from the spin-orbit coupling of (nominally unoccupied) d and higher orbitals
[26]. The predicted gap in that calculation is 24 µeV. A reasonable estimate,
considering the idiosyncrasies of the ab initio codes, is a value of the gap in the
range between 25 and 50 µeV.
The fact that one has to consider d and higher orbitals to get a sizable spin-
orbit gap in graphene turns out to have already been known to Slonczewski
[27, 28], who devised a group theoretical argument showing in effect that the
spin-orbit coupling of the p orbitals contributes in the second order, while that
of the d orbitals in the first order. Illustrative symmetry arguments can be found
in Ref. [29]. The main point is that without spin-orbit coupling the pz orbitals,
which form the relevant states at K and the Fermi energy, do not hybridize
with px and py. Their hybridization is solely via the spin-orbit interaction.
On the other hand, pz orbitals together with dxz and dyz orbitals and other
anti-symmetric orbitals of higher angular momentum1 form the pi band. This
statement has also been proven by first-principles work [26]. Since the dxz and
dyz orbitals are affected by spin-orbit coupling, forming the spin-split “rotating”
orbitals dxz±idyz, the gap of the pi bands is linearly proportional to the strength
of this intra-atomic d-orbital splitting.
The origin of the extrinsic splitting of the graphene bands in the picture of
atomic orbitals is the Stark effect, allowing for hybridization of pz and s orbitals,
1The f and higher orbitals are not considered in this Thesis due to their negligible contri-
butions.
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combined with the intra atomic splitting of the p orbital due to spin-orbit cou-
pling. The corresponding tight-binding theory has already been developed by H.
Min et al. [23]. The d orbitals give negligible contribution (of the order of 1%),
as calculated by first-principles method [26] or from our tight-binding theory
presented in this Thesis. The extrinsic gap is about 10 µeV for an electric field
of 1 V/nm. This energy scales linearly with the field. A significant enhance-
ment of the extrinsic spin splitting has been reported for graphene placed on a
substrate [30, 31, 32, 33]. Giant values of the splitting (anything more than 1
meV should be considered as giant here) are likely to be due to charge trans-
fer between substrate and graphene. If an impurity or an ad-atom is placed
on graphene, the sp3 hybridization may distort graphene locally and induce
splittings comparable to the values found in zinc-blende semiconductors [34].
In this Thesis we explain the relatively large splitting in intrinsic graphene
by using tight-binding method. We include the relevant s, p, and d orbitals
and obtain the orbital couplings necessary to account for the splitting by fitting
the tight-binding model to first-principles calculations. Our formula for the in-
trinsic splitting shows that while the contribution from the spin-orbit coupling
of the p orbitals increases with increasing lattice constant (decreasing hopping
energy), the contribution from the d orbitals decreases. This predicted trend
is well confirmed by first-principles calculations. By increasing artificially the
lattice constant increases the splitting decreases first, demonstrating the domi-
nance of the d orbitals. After reaching a minimum the splitting increases, being
dominated by the spin-orbit coupling of the p orbitals. We also present explicit
formulas for the extrinsic splitting, showing here that the contributions from
the d orbitals are negligible.
For many purposes, such as investigating spin-polarized transport, magneto-
electric effects, or disorder effects, it is useful to have a simple single-orbital
hopping scheme. The functional form of such a hopping Hamiltonian is given
by the system symmetries for the specific band region [9]. We derive such an
effective model here by folding down our multi-orbital tight-binding scheme to
the pi level, revealing the most relevant hopping paths (which comprise vir-
tual hoppings to other orbitals) and justifying the hopping Hamiltonian from
the conventional tight-binding perspective. The resulting spin-dependent next-
nearest-neighbor hopping model reproduces well the spin-resolved spectrum of
graphene.
We have found that the physical mechanism for intrinsic spin-orbit coupling
in bilayer graphene and other few-layer graphenes is alike in single graphene
sheet and in addition manifesting in the band splitting of the same order. Con-
sequently, our findings do not support the descriptions of the spin-orbit coupling
effects based on the effective spin-dependent inter-layer hopping through s and
p orbitals [35, 36, 37].
The symmetry of the few-layer graphenes structures is reflected in the inter-
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layer hopping, which consequently influences the shape of the pi bands around
the K points. The neighboring inter-layer hopping repels corresponding pi bands
away the Fermi-energy leading to so-called high-energy bands. The low-energy
bands at the Fermi energy involve intrinsic spin-orbit coupling splitting as in
graphene that are of the same order of 24µeV. The splitting is significantly
suppressed if the d orbitals are excluded from the calculations. This coincidence
with the spin-orbit coupling induced band gap in the single-layer graphene im-
plies that the spin-orbit coupling effects in few-layer graphenes and graphite
have the same physical origin.
The extrinsic spin-orbit effects lead to a spin-splitting of the pi bands in the
vicinity of the K points due to transitions between spin-up and spin-down states.
These additional effects appear due to the breaking of spacial inversion symme-
try, for instance when applying an external electric field transverse to the layers.
As an intra-layer effect, the Bychkov-Rashba spin-orbit coupling is also present
in bilayer and trilayer graphene. Due to its k dependence, it has a minor in-
fluence on the electronic structure in the very vicinity of the K point, since it
becomes insubstantial in comparison to the effect due to inter-layer hopping and
the electrostatic potential arising between the layers. At larger distances from
the K points and large electric fields (> 5 V/nm) Bychkov-Rashba spin-orbit
coupling dominates spin-splitting of the bands. Besides the intra-layer extrinsic
spin-orbit coupling effects there are inter-layer effects which have to be consid-
ered to reproduce the exact shape of spin splitting of the bands as a function of
the wave vector. Thereby we point out, that the dominant part of the splitting
arises from the discussed intra-layer effects. Such inter-layer spin-orbit coupling
effects are of paramount importance for splittings of high-energy bands, which
energies lie beyond the interest of experiments and spintronic applications.
The goal of the Thesis is to present and analyze tight-binding models for
single, bilayer, trilayer ABA and ABC graphene, and graphite, that explain
quantitatively the results of first principles calculations, obtained independently
by Dr. Martin Gmitra. Our tight-binding models take s, p and usually ignored
d orbitals into account. The tight-binding parameters are obtained by fitting the
relevant band structure to the model. The electronic properties are obtained
by means of the linearized augmented plane wave technique with generalized
gradient approximation [38].
This Thesis is organized as follows: In the first chapter we introduce the
multi-orbital tight-binding Hamiltonian and include the effects of the spin-orbit
interaction by tight-binding concepts. In the second chapter we derive the ef-
fective Hamiltonian, which describes the spin-orbit coupling effects of the Dirac
cones. In the third and last chapters we apply the derived single-layer spin-orbit
coupling effective Hamiltonian to multi-layer structures: bilayer, ABA and ABC
trilayer graphenes, and graphite, and show that the single-layer spin-orbit cou-
pling effects determine the spin-orbit coupling effect in few layer graphenes and
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graphite.
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2 Tight binding description of
graphene
Since the experimental realization of graphene, a single stable two-dimensional
monolayer of carbon atoms arranged in a honeycomb lattice, considerable re-
search has been done to enlighten its peculiar electronic transport properties
originating from the Dirac-like band structure in the vicinity the K and K’
points the corners of the first Brillouin zone (BZ) in the momentum space.
The cone-like energy dispersion of the electron and the hole bands touching
each other at the K points is well reproduced by the tight binding approxima-
tion. The point-like Fermi surface makes idealistic non-gated and non-doped
graphene gapless semiconductor. Carbon atoms have the four valence electrons.
The graphene crystal is hold together by the covalent chemical bonding of the
valence electrons, that localizes the electrons to the atomic positions. Due to
the localization the electrons are considered as tight-bonded to the atoms. In
this chapter we will present the tight-binding (TB) description of the graphene
band structure including spin-orbit coupling effects. The TB model describes
the band structures by only a few parameters, whose values must be chosen to
reproduce the experimental results or outcome of the first-principles (FP) cal-
culations. In contrast to FP, the TB model bears simple effective Hamiltonians,
which are used to calculate the relevant of physical properties of the graphene
system.
2.1 Introduction to the tight binding
approximation
The goal of this section is introduce the basic concepts of the tight-binding
approximation (TBA) and the terminology and definitions used in this work.
The electrons that localize to the atomic positions have a vanishing proba-
bility to be found at the positions of other atoms. Therefore it is reasonable to
construct the Bloch wave function of the crystal by a linear combination of the
local Wannier functions Φ(~r − ~R),
Ψ~k(~r) =
1√
N
∑
~R
ei
~k ~R Φ(~r − ~R). (2.1)
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The Wannier functions are centered at the lattice vector ~R. N is the number of
unit cells in the crystal. To develop a useful model several approximation must
be made. The first approximation is the so-called two-center approximation, in
which the Hamiltonian is approximated by the atomic Hamiltonian centered on
the atomic positions in the unit cell ~R. The Wannier functions are approximated
by the eigenfunctions of the atomic Hamiltonian, the atomic orbitals φµ,s(~r −
~tl − ~R), where ~tl is the position vector of the atom l inside the primitive unit
cell at ~R and s is the spin state of the µth orbital. The resulting on-site orbital-
and spin-resolved (Bloch) wave functions
Ψ~klµs(~r) =
1√
N
∑
~R
ei
~k ~R φµ,s(~r − ~tl − ~R) (2.2)
have to obey the Bloch theorem due to the translation symmetry of the the
periodic structure of the crystal. The Bloch theorem can be verified by shifting
the wave function by the translation vector ~R′,
Ψ~k,j(~r +
~R′) =
1√
N
∑
~R
ei
~k ~R′ei
~k(~R−~R′) φj(~r − (~R− ~R′))
= ei
~k ~R′ 1√
N
∑
~R′′
ei
~k ~R′′ φj(~r − ~R′′) = ei~k ~R′Ψ~k,j(~r)
(2.3)
where ~R′′ = ~R′− ~R is another translation vector and the common index j = lµs
simplifies the notation. The corresponding atomic orbitals φj(~r) = φµ,s(~r − ~tl)
can be further distinguished by the angular momentum ` and the magnetic
quantum number m or by the angular momentum and the spatial symmetry
with respect to a chosen set of Cartesian axes. In the following sections both
notations will be discussed. The derivation of the Hamilton matrix and the
corresponding secular equation is based on the variational principle starting
with the Schrödinger equation,
HˆΨ~k(~r) = ε~kΨ~k(~r). (2.4)
The crystal wave function Ψ~k(~r) can be expanded in the basis of the on-site
(Bloch) wave functions,
Ψ~k(~r) =
∑
j
c~k,jΨ~k,j(~r), (2.5)
The coefficients c~k,j can be determined by acting with the complex conjugated
on-site wave function from the left, where due to the orthogonality relation of
the Bloch functions there is the same wave-vector ~k,∑
i,j
c∗~kic~kj
[ ∫
d~rΨ∗~k,j(~r)HˆΨ~k,i(~r)− ε~k
∫
d~rΨ∗~k,j(~r)HˆΨ~k,i(~r)
]
= 0. (2.6)
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With the definition of the on-site wave functions Eq. (2.2) the two-center Hamil-
ton and the overlap matrix elements are defined by the transfer integrals
Hi,j(~k) =
1
N
∑
~R, ~R′
ei
~k(~R−~R′)
∫
d~rφ∗i (~r − ~R′)Hˆ(~r − ~R)φj(~r − ~R), (2.7)
and
Si,j(~k) =
1
N
∑
~R, ~R′
ei
~k(~R−~R′)
∫
d~rφ∗i (~r − ~R′)φj(~r − ~R), (2.8)
respectively. The evaluation of the integrals in Eqs. (2.7) and (2.8) requires the
knowledge of the atomic functions φi(~r − ~R) := φµ,s(~r − ~tl − ~R). It is more
convenient to handle the integration results as parameters, which have to be
fitted to reproduce the certain properties of the solid or the band structure
obtained by different approaches (FP calculations). These matrix elements in
Eqs. (2.7) and (2.8) where ~R = ~R′ are called on-site, otherwise for ~R 6= ~R′ the
transfer integrals result in hopping and overlap parameters, respectively. The
orthogonality relations and the symmetries of the atomic orbitals reduces the
number of non-zero matrix elements. In general, the atomic orbitals centered at
the different sites are not orthogonal and the corresponding overlap parameters
have small but finite values. Such non-orthogonal basis is usually needed to
reproduce the electronic spectrum over a wide range of wave-vector space.
In the case of non-zero overlap parameters the energy spectrum for a fixed
wave vector ~k is given by
ε~k =
∑
i,j Hi,j(
~k)c∗~k,ic~k,j∑
i,j Si,j(
~k)c∗~k,ic~k,j
. (2.9)
The secular equation results from minimizing the energy ε~k, where the coeffi-
cients c∗~k,i are chosen such that
∂ε~k
∂c∗~k,i
=
∑
j Hi,j(
~k)c~k,j∑
i,j Si,j(
~k)c∗~k,ic~k,j
−
∑
i,j Hi,j(
~k)c∗~k,ic~k,j(∑
i,j Si,j(
~k)c∗~k,ic~k,j
)2 ∑
j
Si,j(~k)c~k,j = 0. (2.10)
We multiply both sides by
∑
i,j Si,j(
~k)c∗~k,ic~k,j,
∂ε~k
∂c∗~k,i
=
∑
j
Hi,j(~k)c~k,j −
∑
i,j Hi,j(
~k)c∗~k,ic~k,j∑
j Si,j(
~k)c~k,j
∑
j
Si,j(~k)c~k,j = 0 , (2.11)
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substitute the expression for the energy spectrum of Eq. (2.9) into the second
term, and obtain directly the secular equation,∑
j
[
Hi,j(~k)− ε~kSi,j(~k)
]
c~k,j = 0. (2.12)
The energy spectrum is given by the solution of the linear secular equations and
differs from the eigenvalues of the Hamilton matrix due to non-zero overlap.
Hence, usually it is more convenient to use an orthogonal basis, in which the
overlap matrix elements are assumed to be zero except for the on-site matrix
elements. The next approximation is to take only a finite and but as small as
necessary number of orbitals into account. The number of solutions of the secu-
lar equation in Eq. (2.12) and within the number of described bands corresponds
to the dimension of the Hamilton matrix,
dim = 2×O ×A (2.13)
Here O is the number of the included orbitals, A is the number of atoms in the
primitive unit cell, and the factor 2 is due to spin. In the final nearest-neighbor
approximation (NNA) only the nearest neighbors of a chosen atom are taken into
account in the Hamilton and the overlap matrix elements Eqs. (2.7) and (2.8).
The NNA requires that the localized atomic orbitals decay exponentially at
distances exceeding the inter-atomic distance. In the following sections we will
apply the presented model and approximations to graphene and discuss first
a simple two-band model by considering only the pz orbitals. Later we will
introduce a multi-orbital model considering all s, p, and d orbitals. In order to
describe the band structure along all high-symmetry lines the non-orthogonal
basis is needed. Fortunately, the restriction of the wave vectors k to the vicinity
of the high-symmetry K points allows to neglect the overlap parameters.
2.2 Lattice structure of graphene
Graphene is the only of known quasi two-dimensional crystal with the atomic
thickness. The carbon atoms are ordered in a honeycomb structure (see Fig.
2.1), which corresponds to a triangular lattice with two atom in the unit cell.
One identifies two triangular sublattices denoted by A and B. Every sublattice
is spanned by the lattice vectors
~a1 =
a
2
(
1√
3
)
~a2 =
a
2
( −1√
3
)
. (2.14)
where a = 0.246 nm is the lattice constant. The Cartesian coordinate system is
chosen in the way that the y-axes is parallel to the connection line of two neigh-
boring atoms. The inter-atomic distance is smaller then the lattice constant
4
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and corresponds to a0 = a/
√
3. Due to the triangular symmetry each atom has
three nearest neighbors and their positions with respect to the chosen atom are
~R1 =
a√
3
(
0
1
)
~R2 =
a
2
√
3
( −√3
−1
)
~R3 =
a
2
√
3
( √
3
−1
)
. (2.15)
All the nearest neighbors are at the opposite sublattice of the chose atom. There
are six atoms, which can be reached by the lattice vector with the norm a
~R = {~a1, ~a2, ~a2 − ~a1, −~a1, −~a2, ~a1 − ~a2} , (2.16)
which are consequently the second nearest neighbors of the chosen atom.
The reciprocal lattice of graphene is also a two-dimensional triangular lattice
with the reciprocal lattice vectors defined by
~b1 =
2pi
Ω
(~a2 × ~a3), ~b2 = 2pi
Ω
(~a3 × ~a1), (2.17)
where ~a3 = (0, 0, c) is the additional needed lattice vector, which originates from
graphite structure and, consequently, Ω = |~a1(~a2 × ~a3)| =
√
3
2
a2c is the volume
of the primitive unit cell of graphite. Hence, the two two-dimensional reciprocal
lattice vectors of graphene results in
~b1 =
2pi
a
1√
3
( √
3
1
)
, ~b2 =
2pi
a
1√
3
( √
3
−1
)
. (2.18)
The reciprocal lattice vectors define the hexagonal 1st BZ of graphene, which
is shown in Fig. 2.1 in relation to the real lattice. The two opposite corners of
the 1st BZ are defined by the wave vectors
~K =
1
3
(~b1 +~b2) =
4pi
3a
(
1
0
)
,
~K ′ = −1
3
(~b1 +~b2) =
4pi
3a
( −1
0
)
,
which are physically inequivalent points, since they cannot be connected by the
reciprocal lattice vectors Eq. (2.18). The degeneracy of the high-symmetry K
and K′ points is given by the time inversion symmetry and is often called the
valley degeneracy in the literature. The coordinates of the remaining equivalent
high-symmetry K(K′) points can be obtain by a rotation of the corresponding
wave vectors in Eq. (2.19) by the angle of ±2pi/3 or by adding the reciprocal
lattice vectors of Eq. (2.18). The importance of the K and K′ points in the
electronic structure of single and few-layer graphene is due to the energy of the
corresponding states that are close to the Fermi energy level. In graphene the so
5
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Figure 2.1: Real and reciprocal lattice of graphene.
called pi bands form the Dirac cones. The degeneracy points of the conduction
and valence bands, the Dirac points, sit at the corners of the 1st BZ (the K
and K′ points). In the following section we use the TB model to describe the pi
bands of graphene and derive a two-band Hamiltonian, which models the Dirac
cones.
2.3 Two-band Tight-binding model
In the discussion of the graphene structure we pointed out that there are two
atoms in the primitive unit cell, which form two triangular sublattices A and B.
Hence the Bloch wave function can be constructed by two sublattice resolved
Bloch wave functions1
Ψ~k(~r) =
∑
µ
(
a~k,µΨ
A
~k,µ
(~r) + b~k,µΨ
B
~k,µ
(~r)
)
, (2.19)
where the coefficients a~k and b~k can be interpreted as the amplitudes of the
sublattice pseudospin. The pseudospin ’up’ state corresponds to the electron
density localized at sublattice A and the ’down’ state at sublattice B. As we
will show below the concept of the pseudospin occurs from the special form
of the resulting Hamiltonian, which has the same form as the famous Dirac
Hamiltonian for relativistic particles.
For the description of the electronic structure of graphene we use the NNA.
One of the special properties of graphene lattice is that all the three nearest
neighbors of a chosen atom belong to the opposite sublattice. Thus the Hamilton
1The spin is omitted and the notation of the on-site Bloch function in Eq. (2.2) is changed
by Ψ~k,1,µ = Ψ
A
~k,µ
and Ψ~k,2,µ = Ψ
B
~k,µ
.
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matrix elements in Eq. (2.7), which are diagonal in the pseudospin, have only
on-site TB parameters,
HAAν,µ (
~k) = HBBν,µ (
~k) =
1
N
∑
~R, ~R′
ei
~k(~R−~R′)
∫
d~rφ∗Aν(~r − ~R′)HφAµ(~r − ~R)
=
∑
~R′′
ei
~k ~R′′
∫
d~rφ∗ν(~r)Hφµ(~r − ~R′′)
≈
∫
d~rφ∗ν(~r)Hφµ(~r) = ε`δν,µ,
(2.20)
which correspond to the energies ε` of the atomic orbitals, where ` = {s, p, d, ..}
is the angular momentum of the orbitals µ. The hopping parameters and the
wave-vector dependence of the Hamiltonian are given in the off-diagonal ele-
ments of the pseudo-spin basis. The Hamilton matrix elements of Eq. (2.7) are
given by
HABν,µ (
~k) =
(
HBAν,µ (
~k)
)†
=
1
N
∑
~R, ~R′
ei
~k(~R−~R′)
∫
d~rφ∗Aν(~r − ~R′)HφBµ(~r − ~R)
=
∑
~R′′
ei
~k ~R′′
∫
d~rφ∗ν(~r)Hφµ(~r − ~R′′ − ~R1)
≈ e−i~k ~R1
3∑
m=1
ei
~k ~Rm
∫
d~rφ∗ν(~r)Hˆφµ(~r − ~Rm),
(2.21)
where the index m denotes the nearest neighbors atoms of Eq. (2.15). The
integration variable was shifted by ~r → ~r+ ~R′ and ~R′′ = ~R− ~R′. The positions
vectors of the neighboring atoms ~Rm = ~R′′ + ~R1 are consistent with Eq. (2.15)
using in the summation the lattice vectors ~R′′ = {~0, −~a1, −~a2} only. 2
In the same fashion the overlap matrix elements in the NNA read
SAAν,µ (
~k) = SBBν,µ (
~k) ≈
∫
d~rφ∗ν(~r)φµ(~r) = δi,j , (2.22)
SABν,µ (
~k) =
(
SBAν,µ (
~k)
)†
≈ e−i~k ~R1
3∑
m=1
ei
~k ~Rm
∫
d~rφ∗ν(~r)φµ(~r − ~Rm). (2.23)
The electronic properties in graphene are given by the pi bondings created
by the transverse the pz orbitals of the sp2 hybridized carbon atoms. Hence
2The phase factor e−i
~k~R1 in front of the nearest neighbor summations of Eqs. (2.21) and (2.22)
is due to the fact that we use the same lattice vectors to expand both sublattice resolved
wave-functions defined in Eq. (2.19). In the usual TB models of graphene [1] one defines
the sublattice dependent lattice vectors RA = R and RB = R + R1 such that the phase
factor vanishes. In this work we get rid of it by redefining the coefficient b~l,µ in Eq. (2.19).
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to describe the transport properties of graphene it is enough to include only pz
orbitals in the TB model. Due to the cylindrical symmetry of the pz orbitals
the hopping and overlap parameters in Eqs. (2.21) and (2.22) are equivalent for
all neighboring atom. In this chapter we call the resulting hopping parameter
t and the overlap parameter by s, and Eqs. (2.21) and (2.22) take the simple
form
HAApz ,pz(
~k) = HBBpz,pz(
~k)∗ = εp ,
HABpz ,pz(
~k) = HBApz,pz(
~k)∗ = tf(~k) ,
(2.24)
SAApz,pz(
~k) = SBBpz,pz(
~k)∗ = 1 ,
SABpz,pz(
~k) = SBApz,pz(
~k)∗ = sf(~k) ,
(2.25)
with the wave-vector dependent phase function
f(~k) =
∑
m
ei
~k ~Rm . (2.26)
The resulting two-band secular equation,

(
1 sf(~k)
sf(~k)∗ 1
)−1
·
(
εp tf(~k)
tf(~k)∗ εp
)
− ε~kI

 · ( a~k
b~k
)
= 0 (2.27)
leads to the energy dispersion of the pi bands
ε±,~k =
εp ± t|f(~k)|
1± s|f(~k)|
(2.28)
where the (+) denotes the valence and the (−) the conduction band, because
t < 0 and s > 0 for the pz orbitals if the hopping direction is normal to the
pz orbital. The valence and conduction bands touch each other at the K(K′)
points (see Fig. 2.2), such that ε±, ~K = εp ≡ εF = 0 and the eigenvectors(
a+~k
b+~k
)
=
(
f(~k)/|f(~k)|
1
)
,
(
a−~k
b−~k
)
=
(
1
−f ∗(~k)/|f(~k)|
)
, (2.29)
are degenerate at the Fermi energy εF since f( ~K) = f( ~K ′) = 0, and are usually
seem to be localized either at the sublattice A (+) or B (−). For ~k 6= K the
conduction- and valence-band wave function are equally distributed on the both
sublattices.
The energy range of interest for the experiments is roughly up to 100 meV
with respect to the Dirac-point energy (εp = 0). For reasonable values of the
parameters, t ≈ 3 eV and s ≈ 0.13 [1] the energy dispersion in Eq. (2.28) be-
comes trapped in the vicinity to the K points. In this region the phase function
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Figure 2.2: The cone-like band-structure of graphene at the K and K′ points,
corners of the shown 1st BZ.
f(~k) can be expand up to the first order in |~κ| where ~k = ~K+~κ with |~κ|  | ~K|.
The overlap parameter s gives only small correction to the group velocity, hence
it can be set to zero. The resulting secular equation is then given by the famous
Dirac Hamiltonian
H0 = −v0F~(τσxκx + σyκy) (2.30)
with the Fermi velocity v0F =
√
3ta/(2~) being roughly 106 m/s. The Pauli
matrices σi with i = {x, y, z} represent the sublattice pseudospin in analogy
to the real spin with a quantization axis in the zˆ direction. The parameter
τ = ±1 denotes the K and K′ valleys, respectively. The eigenvalues of the
Dirac Hamiltonian in Eq. (2.28) yields an energy dispersion that is linear in the
absolute value of the wave vector ~κ,
ε±,~κ = εp ± ~v0F |~κ|a, (2.31)
whose cone-like form is shown in Fig. 2.2. The electrons described by the Dirac
Hamiltonian appear to be massless particles in terms of the Dirac notation
3. Such analogy to the relativistic physics gives the opportunity to study the
relativistic effect in the solid state material. It is a paradox that the relativistic
effect of spin-orbit coupling (SOC) destroys this picture giving the electrons a
small but finite mass. The study of the effects of coupling of spin and angular
momentum requires an extension of the TB model by taking more orbitals into
account.
3The effective mass of electrons in graphene defined by the inverse of the second derivative
of Eq. (2.31) is infinite.
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2.4 The Slater Koster two-center approximation
In the previous section we have considered only pz orbitals for the description of
the two pi bands in graphene. The pi bands are related to the chemical pi bondings
built by the non-hybridized out-of-plane pz orbitals of the sp2 hybridized carbon
atoms. The remaining valence electrons create the σ bonding states with the
electrons of neighboring atoms. These are very strong bonds and the energies of
the corresponding valence band lies deep (up to 20 eV) below the Fermi energy.
To describe the full band structure of graphene all relevant atomic orbitals
have to be taken into account. To reduce the number of the corresponding
hopping and overlap parameters one can exploit the symmetries of the atomic
orbitals. The so-called rotating atomic orbitals φ`,m are identified by the angular
momentum ` = {s, p, d, ...} and the magnetic quantum number m. Due to
spherical symmetry of the atomic potential the orbital function
φ`m(~r) = Rl(r)Y`m(θ, ϕ) (2.32)
can be separated in the radial part R`(r) and the angular part Ylm(θ, ϕ). The
angular part is described by the spherical harmonics
Ylm(θ, ϕ) = (−1)m
√
(2l + 1)(l −m)!
4pi(l +m)!
Pml (cos θ)e
imϕ , (2.33)
which are presented here in the Condon-Shortlay notation. The hopping and
overlap integrals between those atomic orbitals, which are localized on the atoms
at the positions ~R and ~R′,
V``′|m|δmm′ =
〈
`′, m′, ~R′
∣∣∣ Hˆ ∣∣∣`,m, ~R〉 ,
S``′|m|δmm′ =
〈
`′, m′, ~R′|`,m, ~R
〉
,
(2.34)
are called Slater-Koster (SK) parameters [39] if the relative vector ~R − ~R′ is
parallel to the quantization axes of the orbitals φ`m(~r − ~R) =
〈
~r|`,m, ~R
〉
.
The SK parameters are diagonal in the magnetic number m. Each value of
m is related to the different kind of bonding given by the superpositions the
atomic-orbital wave functions. The different bonding types are denoted by the
Greek letters σ, pi, δ which correspond to the magnetic numbers m = {0, 1, 2},
respectively, and are related to the homonymous molecular orbitals, which are
shown schematically in Fig. 2.4. The number of parameters is given by the
number of possible combination of two orbitals and by the bonding type. The
number of bonding types is given by min(`, `′). Hence by taking only s, p, and
10
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Figure 2.3: Sketch of SK hopping parameters Vspσ, Vpdpi and Vddδ that represent
different kinds of bonding σ, pi and δ, respectively, shown by the tunnels
between the two orbital states.
d orbitals into account there are 10 hopping and 10 overlap SK parameters
Vssσ, Vspσ, Vppσ, Vsdσ, Vpdσ, Vddσ,
Vpppi, Vpdpi, Vddpi, Vddδ,
Sssσ, Sspσ, Sppσ, Ssdσ, Spdσ, Sddσ,
Spppi, Spdpi, Sddpi, Sddδ.
(2.35)
For arbitrary relative vector ~R− ~R′ the hopping and overlap integrals,
〈
`′, m′, ~R′
∣∣∣ Hˆ ∣∣∣`,m, ~R〉 , and 〈`′, m′, ~R′|`,m, ~R〉 , (2.36)
are given by a linear combination of the SK parameters. The coefficients are
given by the projection of the z component of the participating orbital wave
functions to the vector ~R − ~R′. The projection is similar to a rotation of the
wave-function coordinates into a new coordinate system ~r′. Thus the initial
atomic orbitals are expressed by a linear combination of the wave functions
in the rotated basis with the equivalent angular momentum ` and different
magnetic number m1
φ`m(~r − ~R) =
∑`
m1=−`
F (`)mm1(α, β)φ`m1(~r
′ − ~R). (2.37)
The corresponding rotation matrices F (`)mm1(α, β) are given by the Wigner for-
11
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Figure 2.4: The shapes of the rotating and directed orbitals obtained by plot-
ting the absolute values of spherical and cubic harmonics |Y1,1|, and |Cx| and
|Cy|, respectively.
mula,4
F (`)mm1(α, β) = e
iαmf (`)mm1(β),
f (`)mm1(β) =
∑
t
(−1)tQ`mm1t cos
(
β
2
)2`+m−m1−2t
sin
(
β
2
)2t−m+m1
,
Q`mm1t =
√
(`+m)!(`−m)!(` +m1)!(`−m1)!
(`+m− t)!(`−m1 − t)!t!(t−m+m1)! ,
(2.38)
where only such values of t contribute to the sum, which imply nonzero factorial
arguments, and α, β are the Euler angles. The third Euler angle γ is redundant
due to the cylindrical symmetry of the atomic-orbital wave functions. The
coefficients in the SK expansion of the Hamiltonian and overlap matrix elements
are given by the product of the Wigner rotation matrices,
〈
`′, m′, ~R′
∣∣∣ Hˆ ∣∣∣`,m, ~R〉 = min(`,`
′)∑
m1=−min(`,`′)
(
F
(`′)
m′m1
(α, β)
)∗
F (`)mm1(α, β)V``′m1 .(2.39)
Instead of the rotating orbitals given by the spherical harmonics it is more
usual to describe the atomic wave functions in terms of the directed orbitals.
The directed orbitals are aligned along the axes of a chosen coordinate system.
Figure 2.4 shows the rotating orbital φ1,1(~r), whose shape results from rotation
of the also shown directed orbitals, px and py, around the z-axes. Hence the
4A nice derivation of the Wigner formula by the means of harmonic oscillators can be found
in the book of J. J. Sakurai in Ref [40]
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Cubic Spherical
s orbital: |s〉 = 1√
4pi
· 1 = |0, 0〉
p orbitals: |pz〉 =
√
3
4pi
1
r
· z = |1, 0〉
|px〉 =
√
3
4pi
1
r
· x = 1√
2
(− |1, 1〉+ |1,−1〉)
|py〉 =
√
3
4pi
1
r
· y = i√
2
(|1, 1〉+ |1,−1〉)
d orbitals: |dz2〉 =
√
5
16pi
1
r2
· (3z2 − r2) = |2, 0〉
|dxz〉 =
√
5
16pi
1
r2
· 2√3 xz = 1√
2
(− |2, 1〉+ |2,−1〉)
|dyz〉 =
√
5
16pi
1
r2
· 2√3 yz = i√
2
(|2, 1〉+ |2,−1〉)
|dxy〉 =
√
5
16pi
1
r2
· 2√3 xy = i√
2
(− |2, 2〉+ |2,−2〉)
|dx2−y2〉 =
√
5
16pi
1
r2
· (x2 − y2) = 1√
2
(|2, 2〉+ |2,−2〉)
Table 2.1: Cubic harmonics represented in the Cartesian coordinates and as
linear combination of the spherical harmonics with the coefficient D(ν)`m .
angular part of the directed-orbital wave functions is given by the so-called cubic
harmonics Cµ(θ, ϕ), where
φµ(~r) = R`(r)Cµ(θ, ϕ), (2.40)
and the index µ = {s, px, py, pz, dxy, . . . } count all possible orbitals. It is more
convenient to use Cartesian and not the polar coordinates to express the cubic
harmonics. We show the cubic harmonics and their relation to the spherical
harmonics with the coefficients D(ν)`m in Tab. 2.1. Finally the hopping parameters
tµ,ν(~n) are defined by the expectation values of the Hamiltonian in the basis of
the directed orbitals
tµ,ν(~n) =
〈
µ, ~R′
∣∣∣ Hˆ ∣∣∣ν, ~R〉
=
∑`
m=−`
`′∑
m′=−`′
D
(µ)∗
`′m′D
(ν)
`m
min(`,`′)∑
m1=−min(`,`′)
(
F
(`′)
m′m1
(α, β)
)∗
F (`)mm1(α, β)V``′m1 ,
(2.41)
and are given by linear combinations of the SK parameters. The corresponding
coefficients depend on the direction of the unit vector ~n =
(
~R− ~R′
)
/|~R− ~R′|.
The results of the evaluation of the Wigner rotation matrices in Eq. (2.41) are
taken from [39] and shown in more applicable notation in Tab. 2.2, where the
Euler angles are substituted by the Cartesian coordinates of the unit vector ~n
13
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〈s| Hˆ |s〉 Vssσ
〈s| Hˆ |pi〉 niVspσ
〈s| Hˆ |dij〉
√
3ninjVsdσ
〈s| Hˆ |dx2−y2〉
√
3
2
(
n2x − n2y
)
Vsdσ
〈s| Hˆ |dz2〉 −12
(
n2x + n
2
y − 2n2z
)
Vsdσ
〈pi| Hˆ |pi〉 n2iVppσ + (1− n2i )Vpppi
〈pi| Hˆ |pj〉 −ninj(Vpppi − Vppσ)
〈pi| Hˆ |dij〉
√
3n2injVpdσ + (1− 2n2i )njVpdpi
〈pi| Hˆ |djk〉 nxnynz
(√
3Vpdσ − 2Vpdpi
)
〈px| Hˆ |dx2−y2〉
√
3
2
nx
(
n2x − n2y
)
Vpdσ + nx
(
1− n2x + n2y
)
Vpdpi
〈py| Hˆ |dx2−y2〉
√
3
2
ny
(
n2x − n2y
)
Vpdσ − ny
(
1− n2y + n2x
)
Vpdpi
〈pz| Hˆ |dx2−y2〉
√
3
2
nz
(
n2x − n2y
)
Vpdσ − nz
(
n2x − n2y
)
Vpdpi
〈pi| Hˆ |dz2〉 −
√
3nin
2
zVpdpi − 12ni
(
n2x + n
2
y − 2n2z
)
Vpdσ
〈pz| Hˆ |dz2〉
√
3nz(n
2
x + n
2
y)Vpdpi − 12nz
(
n2x + n
2
y − 2n2z
)
Vpdσ
〈dij| Hˆ |dij〉 n2in2j (3Vddσ − 4Vddpi + Vddδ) + (n2i + n2j )Vddpi + n2kVddδ
〈dij| Hˆ |dik〉 n2injnk(3Vddσ − 4Vddpi + Vddδ) + njnk(Vddpi − Vddδ)
〈dxz| Hˆ |dx2−y2〉 12nxnz
(
(n2x − n2y)(3Vddσ − 4Vddpi + Vddδ) + 2(Vddpi − Vddδ)
)
〈dyz| Hˆ |dx2−y2〉 12nynz
(
(n2x − n2y)(3Vddσ − 4Vddpi + Vddδ)− 2(Vddpi − Vddδ)
)
〈dxy| Hˆ |dx2−y2〉 12nxny(n2x − n2y)(3Vddσ − 4Vddpi + Vddδ)
〈dxz| Hˆ |dz2〉 −12
√
3nxnz
(
(n2x + n
2
y) (Vddδ − 2Vddpi + Vddσ) + 2n2z(Vddpi − Vddσ)
)
〈dyz| Hˆ |dz2〉 −12
√
3nynz
(
(n2x + n
2
y) (Vddδ − 2Vddpi + Vddσ) + 2n2z(Vddpi − Vddσ)
)
〈dxy| Hˆ |dz2〉 12
√
3nxny (n
2
z(3Vddσ − 4Vddpi + Vddδ) + Vddδ − Vddσ)
〈dx2−y2| Hˆ |dz2〉 14(n2x − n2y) (n2z(3Vddσ − 4Vddpi + Vddδ) + Vddδ − Vddσ)
〈dx2−y2| Hˆ |dx2−y2〉 14(n2x − n2y)2(3Vddσ − 4Vddpi + Vddδ) + (n2x + n2y)Vddpi + n2zVddδ
〈dz2| Hˆ |dz2〉 34(n2x + n2y)2Vddδ + 3(n2x + n2y)n2zVddpi + 14(n2x + n2y − 2n2z)2Vddσ
Table 2.2: The hopping integral within the directed orbitals with the maximum
angular momentum ` = 2. We use the indices i = {x, y, z}, j = {x, y, z},
k = {x, y, z} with the rule i 6= j 6= k. The complex conjugated hopping
integrals are given by 〈`| Hˆ |`′〉 = (−1)`+`′ 〈`′| Hˆ |`〉.
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µ \ ν z xz yz
z Vpppi nxVpdpi nyVpdpi
xz −nxVpdpi n2xVddpi + n2yVddδ nxny(Vddpi − Vddδ)
yz −nyVpdpi nxny(Vddpi − Vddδ) n2yVddpi + n2xVddδ
Table 2.3: The hopping parameters tpiµ,ν(~n) of the antisymmetric directed
orbitals.
using the relation
nx = cosα sin β, ny = sinα sin β, nz = cos β. (2.42)
The overlap of two displaced directed orbitals have exactly the same structure,
where the SK hopping parameters V``′|m| have to be replaced by the overlap
parameters S``′|m|. Using the hopping parameters in Tab. 2.2 we now able to
construct the multi-orbital TB Hamiltonian to model the band structure of
graphene.
2.5 Multi-orbital tight-binding Hamiltonian
2.5.1 General structure with the nearest neighbor
approximation
In the case of flat graphene the connecting vector ~n of two carbon atoms lies
always in the plane (nz = 0). Consequently, there is no hopping between sym-
metric and antisymmetric orbitals with respect to the graphene plane. This
fact makes the TB Hamilton matrix block-diagonal. The two block matrices
describe two different kinds of bands, the σ and pi bands, respectively. Each
of the two matrices can be diagonalized separately, what allows to study the
structures of the pi and σ bands independently of each other. The pi bands are
built by the antisymmetric (pz, dxz, dyz) orbitals and the corresponding hopping
parameters tpiµ,ν(~n) are shown in Tab. 2.3. The σ bands evolve from the symmet-
ric (s, px, py, dxy, dx2−y2 , dz2) orbitals. The corresponding hopping parameter are
not shown explicit here. But the important subset for further discussion, the
hopping parameters of the s, px, and py orbitals, have exactly the same struc-
ture as shown in Tab. 2.3 beside the SK hopping parameters must be replaced:
Vpppi by Vssσ, Vpdpi by Vspσ, Vddpi by Vppσ, and Vddδ by Vpppi.
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In the NNA the Hamilton matrices Hpi~k and H
σ
~k
,
Hpi(~k) =

 HAApi HABpi
HBApi H
BB
pi

 =

 diag{εp, εd, εd} ∑3i=1 tpi(~ni)ei~k·~Ri∑3
i=1 t
pi(−~ni)e−i~k·~Ri diag{εp, εd, εd}

 ,(2.43)
Hσ(~k) =

 HAAσ HABσ
HBAσ H
BB
σ

 =

 diag{εs, εp, εp, εd, εd, εd} ∑3i=1 tσ(~ni)ei~k·~Ri∑3
i=1 t
σ(−~ni)e−i~k·~Ri diag{εs, εp, εp, εd, εd, εd}

 ,
(2.44)
of the pi and σ bands, respectively, are given in the basis of the sublattice
pseudospin. The diagonal block matrices Hpi\σAA\BB are diagonal in the basis of
directed atomic orbitals. The diagonal elements correspond to the energies of
the atomic orbitals ε`, where ` = {s, p, d}. The hopping parameters appear
only in the off-diagonal block matrices Hpi\σAB\BA, whose elements are tabulated
in Tables 2.4 and 2.5, where the phase functions f , g and h are defined by
f = f(~k) = ei
~k ~R1 + ei
~k ~R2 + ei
~k ~R3 ≈− τ
√
3
2
κae−iτϕ,
g = g(~k) = ei
~k ~R2 − ei~k ~R3 ≈− iτ
√
3 +
iκa
2
eiτϕ,
g = h(~k) = 2ei
~k ~R1 − ei~k ~R2 − ei~k ~R3 ≈ 3 + τ
√
3
2
κaeiτϕ.
(2.45)
The phase functions are expanded up to first order in the wave vector ~κ around
the K (τ = +1) and K′ (τ = −1) points with ~κ = ~k − ~K( ~K ′), κ = |~κ|  | ~K|
and ϕ = arctan (κy/κx). This approximation makes the bands in the vicinity
of the K points isotropic. The isotropy is proved by FP calculations, where the
energies dispersions along the KΓ and KM line differs less than 5% at about 200
meV from the Fermi energy, setting the scale for the anisotropy.
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µ \ ν z xz yz
z 4fVpppi −2
√
3gVpdpi 2hVpdpi
xz 2
√
3gVpdpi 2fV˜
+
dd + hV˜
−
dd −
√
3gV˜ −dd
yz −2hVpdpi −
√
3gV˜ −dd 2fV˜
+
dd − hV˜ −dd
Table 2.4: Hopping part of the TB Hamiltonian 4HpiAB of the pi bands, where V˜
±
dd = Vddδ ± Vddpi.
µ \ ν s x y xy x2 − y2 z2
s 4fVssσ −2
√
3gVspσ 2hVspσ 3gVsdσ −
√
3hVsdσ −2fVsdσ
x 2
√
3gVspσ 2fV
+
pp + hV
−
pp −
√
3gV −pp 2fV
−
pd + hV
+
pd −
√
3gV +pd
√
3gVpdσ
y −2hVspσ −
√
3gV −pp 2fV
+
pp − hV −pp −
√
3gV +pd 2fV
−
pd − hV +pd −hVpdσ
xy 3gVsdσ −2fV −pp − hV +pp 4
√
3gV +pd
1
4
(
2fV +dd − hV −dd
)
1
4
√
3gV −dd
3
2
g(Vddδ − Vddσ)
x2 − y2 −√3hVsdσ
√
3gV +pd −2fV −pp + hV +pp 14
√
3gV −dd
1
4
(
2fV +dd + hV
−
dd
) √
3
2
h(Vddσ − Vddδ)
z2 −2fVsdσ −
√
3gVpdσ hVpdσ
3
2
g(Vddδ − Vddσ)
√
3
2
h(Vddσ − Vddδ) f (3Vddδ + Vddσ)
Table 2.5: Hopping part of the TB Hamiltonian 4HpiAB of the σ bands, where V
±
pp = Vpppi ± Vppσ V ±pd = Vpdpi ±√
3
2
Vpdσ V
±
dd = Vddδ ± 4Vddpi + 3Vddσ.
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2.5.2 Band structure of the multi-orbital TB Hamiltonian
including s and p orbitals
The band structure along the high-symmetry lines is shown in Fig. 2.5(a) with
the Fermi energy at the Dirac points. The top picture shows a relative agreement
between the band structures obtained by FP calculations and the multi-orbital
the TB Hamiltonian in the NNA, considering s and p orbitals only. The NNA
is too crude to reproduce the exact shape of the bands given by the FP calcu-
lations. The significant deviation between the TB and FP calculations can be
found in the σ-valence bands (red circles and green squares), specially in the
energy spectra of the wave vectors around the M point of first and second lowest
bands, and around the K points of the third lowest band. The shapes of the σ-
conduction bands (red circle and green squares) bands differ strongly due to the
interaction with higher orbitals, which are not included in the TB model. The pi
bands spectra (blue diamonds) are well reproduced by the TB model but there
are significant differences for the wave vector in the vicinity of the M points.
We believe that including the second and third nearest neighbors into TB model
would result in a better agreement between the TB the FP band structures. But
every additional neighbor complicates the TB model by doubling the number of
hopping and overlap parameters, which have to be fitted to reproduce the full
band structure. In this thesis we are interested mostly in the energy spectrum
given in the vicinity of the K points at the Fermi energy. In this region the
error of the TB spectrum due to the NNA is insignificant. The values of the
SK parameters Eq. (2.35) are derived by fitting the TB energy spectra at the
high-symmetry points (Γ, K) to the results of the FP calculations. The problem
is overdetermined, the number of solutions of the secular equation Eq. (2.12) is
larger than the number of used SK parameters. Hence we chose such solutions
for the fitting procedure, which give the best agreement with the band structure
results of the FP calculation. In order to find the best description of the two pi
bands and the σ-valence bands at the same time following solution provide the
best results
εpzΓ,± =
εp ± 3Vpppi
1± 3Spppi , ε
s
Γ,± =
εs ± 3Vssσ
1± 3Sssσ , ε
px,y
Γ,± =
εp ± 3/2(Vpppi + Vppσ)
1± 3/2(Spppi + Sppσ) ,
(2.46)
ε
px,y
K,± =
εp + εs − 9SspσVspσ ±
√
(εp − εs)2 + 18(V 2spσ + S2spσεpεs − SspσVspσ(εp + εs))
2− 9S2spσ
,
(2.47)
where (±) assigns bonding and anti-bonding states5. The absolute value of the
energy of the bonding and anti-bonding states with respect to the Fermi energy
5The bonding states has lower energy.
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Parameter εp εs Vssσ Vspσ Vppσ Vpppi
Value [eV] 0 8.370 -5.729 5.618 6.050 -3.070
Value [eV] 0 8.868 -6.769 5.580 5.037 -3.033
Parameter Sssσ Sspσ Sppσ Spppi
Value 0.102 -0.171 -0.377 0.070
Value 0.212 -0.102 -0.146 0.129
Table 2.6: SK hopping and overlap parameters. The values are obtained by
fitting the band structure to the results of the FP calculation at the Γ and K
points (top row) compared with results given in Ref. [1] (bottom row).
is related to the hopping parameter and the relative energy difference is modeled
by the non-zero overlap parameter. The challenge of this fitting method is to
identify the states with the energies given in Eqs. (2.46) and (2.47) in the FP
spectra. The correspondence between the TB and FP eigenstates is given the
the degree of degeneracy and the orbital character. In both methods the eigen-
states can be projected to the wave function with a certain angular momentum6.
The larges coefficients in the corresponding expansion of a certain eigenstate de-
termines the orbital character of the eigenstate. The successful identification of
the energy levels in Eqs. (2.46) and (2.47) yields at set of non-linear equation
for the SK parameters. The resulting values of the SK parameters are tabulated
in Tab. 2.6.
The SK parameters depend on the inter-atomic distance [41]. Variation of the
lattice constant in the FP calculation and the fitting method discussed above
provide the shape of SK parameters as a function of the lattice constant ratio
a˜/a. The resulting values of the SK parameters are shown by dots in Fig. 2.6
given in the interval of 80% to 220% of the original lattice constant a. The lines
in Fig. 2.6 represent the fit to exponential functions of the type
(a+ bx+ cx2 + dx3)e−j
2x, (2.48)
where x = a˜/a. The resulting functions allow to study the trends in the shape
of the parameters beyond the presented interval of x. For large values of the
artificial lattice constant (x  1) the parameters decay exponentially to zero,
where the further increase of Sppσ in Fig. 2.6 is an error of the NNA, which
is due to the change in the ordering of the pi and σ bands in the spectrum
6In the case of TB such wave functions correspond to atomic orbitals.
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Figure 2.5: Calculated band structure of graphene obtained from FP calcula-
tions (symbols) and TB model (solid lines) using the parameters presented in
Table 2.6. The size of the symbols reflects the contribution of the function
with certain angular momentum to the corresponding eigenstates (a) s and p
(b) d, where the symbols in (b) are increased by hand.
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Figure 2.6: SK hopping V``′|m| (left) (in eV) and overlap S``′|m| (right) param-
eters as functions of the artificial lattice constant ratio.
at the Γ point. For small lattice constants the hopping (overlap) parameters
should approach the atomic energies (one) if ` = `′ and zero if ` 6= `′ due to
the orthogonality of the atomic orbitals. The functions, shown in Fig. 2.6, are
used to test the formulas in the spectra of the effective Hamiltonians, given
by SK parameters, with respect to the spectra obtained by multi-orbital TB
Hamiltonian and FP calculations.
Figure 2.5 (b) shows the contribution of the d orbitals to the states, which
are primarily described by s and p orbitals [see Fig. 2.5(a)], as well as the
additional bands with d symmetry. The d bands are split due to the interaction
of the conduction bands states with the vacuum states, artifacts in the FP code.
The splitting of the d bands and their tiny contributions to the eigenstates make
the identification of the correct states, built by the d-orbital in the TB model,
very difficult. Hence, we had to find another way to obtain the values of the SK
parameters related to the d orbitals.
2.5.3 The pi band Hamiltonian
Figure 2.5(a) shows that the pi bands (blue diamonds) are mostly given by the
pz orbitals. At the K points the two pi bands touch each the Fermi energy, which
corresponds to εp, the energy of the p orbitals, in the simple two-band model.
In general pi bands are built from all the antisymmetric orbitals with respect to
the graphene plane. In this section we will discuss the structure of the pi bands
in the vicinity of the touching points, the Dirac points, including the p and d
orbitals in the TB model. The TB Hamiltonian Hpi(~k), which describes the pi
bands, was already introduced in Eq. (2.43). By solving the secular equation
det(Hpi(~k)− εI) = 0 at the K(K′) point, where I is the identity matrix (overlap
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is neglected), the following two degenerate eigenstates can be identified at the
Dirac points:
|1〉 = 1√
N
[∣∣pAz 〉+ iγ˜(τ ∣∣dBxz〉 + i ∣∣dByz〉)] ,
|2〉 = 1√
N
[∣∣pBz 〉+ iγ˜(τ ∣∣dAxz〉− i ∣∣dAyz〉)] , (2.49)
with the corresponding normalization N = 1 + 2γ˜2. The contribution of the
d orbitals to the eigenstates is given by γ˜ = 2γ/(1 +
√
1 + 8γ2), where γ =
3
2
Vpdpi/(εd − εp) and the (Fermi) energy of the Dirac points is renormalized
according to γ,
εF =
1
2
[
(εd + εp)− (εd − εp)
√
1 + 8γ2
]
. (2.50)
The contribution of the d orbitals to the pi-band eigenstates at the K point in
Eq. (2.49) is small according to our FP calculation. Hence, it is reasonable to
assume γ  1. Consequently, one obtains γ˜/N ≈ γ and the Fermi energy in
Eq. (2.50) is shifted with respect to εp, such that εF ≈ εp − 2γ2(εd − εp). It
is evident that γ and consequently Vpdpi controls the contribution from the d
orbital to the pi bands. The energy dispersion very close to the Dirac point
remains linear. Here the p-d coupling renormalizes the Fermi velocity according
to vF = v0F (1− 2γ2). To obtain a quantitative estimate for γ, we calculate the
density of states (DOS) close to the Fermi level using the definition
D(ε) = 2Ω
4pi2
∫ ∞
0
kdk
∫ 2pi
0
dϕ δ (ε− εk) =
√
3a2
2pi
k(ε)k′(ε) , (2.51)
where Ω = a2
√
3/2 is the surface of the unit cell in graphene. The inverse energy
dispersion k(ε) is obtained from the roots of the secular equation, where
det(Hpi(~k)− εI) = (ε− εd)2×
×
([
(ε− εp)(ε− εd)− 1
4
V 2pdpi(3|g|2 + |h|2)
]2
− V 2pppi(ε− εd)2|f |2
)
.
(2.52)
Here the hopping between the d orbitals is neglected, because the corresponding
hopping parameters Vddpi and Vddδ contribute primarily to the d-orbital states,
whose energies are much larger than the Fermi energy and are at the order of
εd − εp. This approximation is only valid for the wave vectors in the vicinity
of the K points. Such restriction to the wave vectors ~k allows to expand the
phase functions |f | and 3|g|2 + |h|2, given in Eq. (2.45), up to the first order in
~κ = ~k − ~K. The resulting inverse energy dispersion,
κ(ε) = ± 1√
3aVpppi
2(ε− εp)(ε− εd)− 9V 2pdpi
ε− εd , (2.53)
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vanishes at the Dirac point with κ(εF ) = 0. If the energies ε(~κ) of the two pi
bands are close to the Fermi energy εF the DOS in Eq. (2.51) can be approxi-
mated to
D(ε) ≈
√
3a2
2pi
κ′(εF )2(ε− εF ), (2.54)
and becomes proportional to the first derivative of the inverse energy dispersion
at the Dirac point,
κ′(εF ) = ± 2√
3aVpppi
[
1 +
8γ2
1 +
√
1 + 8γ2
]
, (2.55)
which is controlled by the ratio γ. As mentioned above it is reasonable assume
γ  1. Therefore the DOS can be expanded in powers of γ. Up to the second
order the DOS is given by
D(ε) ≈ D0(ε)
(
1 + 2γ2
)
, (2.56)
where D0(ε) = 2(ε − εF )/
√
3piV 2pppi is the linear DOS obtained neglecting the
d orbitals and the energy ε is measured with respect to the Dirac point. The
parameter γ can be obtained by FP calculation of the DOS slopes close to the
Fermi level including and excluding the d orbitals. The ratio is 1.0306 and the
slope D′0(ε) = 0.0392 (eV)−2. The extracted parameter γ ≈ 0.0871 justifies the
assumption Vpdpi  (εd − εp). The change of the Fermi velocity of only about
1.5 % is neglected in further calculations.
2.6 Tight-binding model of the spin-orbit
coupling effect
2.6.1 Introduction to orbital effects
Relativistic effects, like spin itself and its coupling to the orbital motion of the
electrons can be derived from the Dirac equation. In the non-relativistic limit
the SOC appears as an additional term in the Schroedinger equation given by
HˆSO =
1
2m2c2
(~∇V × ~p) · ~S, (2.57)
where m is a free electron mass, c the speed of light, ~p canonical momentum and
~S = ~
2
~s the spin vector operator, whose components are the Pauli matrices7 si
with i = {x, y, z}. The SOC term in Eq. (2.57) can be interpreted as an effective
7In the literature the real spin Pauli matrices are denoted by the Greek letter σ. In this
work it already used for the sublattice pseudospin.
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Zeeman term in the rest frame of a moving electron, where the electric field,
given by ~∇V , acts as an effective magnetic field ~Beff = (~∇V × ~p)/mc2. In the
two center approximation the potential V (~r) is approximated by the spherically
symmetric atomic potential, where V (r) := V (|~r|) and ~∇V = ~r
r
dV
dr
. In this
approximation the SOC operator can be rewritten as a term which couples the
spin and angular momentum operators
HˆSO = ξ(r)~L · ~S , (2.58)
where the function ξ(r) contains the entire radial dependence of the SOC Hamil-
ton operator. The scalar product of the momentum and spin operators can be
rewritten using the identity
~L · ~S = 1
2
(
Lˆ+Sˆ− + Lˆ−Sˆ+
)
+ LˆzSˆz, (2.59)
in terms of ladder operators for spin and angular momentum,
Lˆ± = Lˆx ± iLˆy, Sˆ± = Sˆx ± iSˆy. (2.60)
The ladder operators satisfy the commutation relations[
Lˆ+, Lˆ−
]
= 2~Lˆz,
[
Lˆz, Lˆ±
]
= ±~Lˆ±, and
[
Lˆi, Sˆj
]
= 0. (2.61)
The atomic orbital wave functions, given by spherical harmonics Y`,m(rˆ) =
〈rˆ|`,m〉, are eigenfunctions of the angular momentum. Such a successful choice
of the basis for the kinetic part of the TB Hamiltonian allows us to apply the
properties of the angular momentum algebra,
Lˆz|`,m〉 = ~m|`,m〉, Lˆ±|`,m〉 = ~
√
`(`+ 1)−m(m± 1)|`,m± 1〉, (2.62)
to the atomic orbital. Using the orthogonality of the atomic orbitals we obtain
a set of non-zero on-site expectations values of the SOC Hamiltonian〈
`,m, ~R
∣∣∣ HˆSO ∣∣∣`′, m′, ~R〉 = ξ` δ`,`′ 〈`,m| ~L · ~S |`′, m′〉 , (2.63)
where the strength of the atomic SOC is defined by the TB parameter
ξ` =
∫ ∞
0
drR2`(r)ξ(r), (2.64)
with the angular momentum quantum number `. Neither the radial part of the
orbital wave functions R`(r) nor ξ(r) are known explicitly for carbon atoms in
graphene. Therefore the SOC parameters ξ` are arbitrary and must be fitted
to reproduce the SOC effects in the band structure obtained by the FP calcu-
lations. The on-site matrix elements of the dimensionless angular part of the
SOC Hamiltonian ~L · ~s/~ are tabulated in the Tabs. 2.7 and 2.8 (presented in
the basis of rotating and directed orbitals, respectively). The hopping matrix
elements of the SOC Hamiltonian between different atoms are assumed to be
zero, because the spin-orbit interaction has its largest effect on electrons at the
nucleus [42].
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orbital |0, 0〉 |1,−1〉 |1, 0〉 |1, 1〉
〈0, 0| 0 0 0 0
〈1,−1| 0 −sz 1√2s+ 0
〈1, 0| 0 1√
2
s− 0 1√2s+
〈1, 1| 0 0 1√
2
s− sz
orbital |2,−2〉 |2,−1〉 |2, 0〉 |2, 1〉 |2, 2〉
〈2,−2| −2sz s+ 0 0 0
〈2,−1| s− −sz
√
3
2
s+ 0 0
〈2, 0| 0
√
3
2
s− 0
√
3
2
s+ 0
〈2, 1| 0 0
√
3
2
s− sz s+
〈2, 2| 0 0 0 s− 2sz
Table 2.7: Matrix elements of the SOC operator ~L · ~s in the basis of s, p and
d rotating orbitals.
orbital |s〉 |px〉 |py〉 |pz〉
〈s| 0 0 0 0
〈px| 0 0 −isz isy
〈py| 0 isz 0 −isx
〈pz| 0 −isy isx 0
orbital |dxy〉 |dx2−y2〉 |dxz〉 |dyz〉 |dz2〉
〈dxy| 0 2isz −isx isy 0
〈dx2−y2 | −2isz 0 isy isx 0
〈dxz| isx −isy 0 −isz i
√
3sy
〈dyz| −isy −isx isz 0 −i
√
3sx
〈dz2| 0 0 −i
√
3sy i
√
3sx 0
Table 2.8: Matrix elements of the SOC operator ~L · ~s in the basis of s, p and
d directed orbitals.
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2.6.2 Stark effect
An external uniform electric field perpendicular to the graphene plane breaks
spatial inversion symmetry [26, 9]. External electric fields can originate from a
gate voltage or charged impurities in the substrate. We investigate the extrinsic
SOC effects by including the additional term in the Hamiltonian,
HˆSE = −eEzˆ, (2.65)
where e is the electron charge, E is the strength of the electric field, and zˆ is
unit vector along z. In hydrogen atoms the external electric field leads to a
splitting of the four degenerate states with principle quantum number n = 2.
The splitting is linear in the field strength E and therefore called linear Stark
effect. Due to symmetry of the atomic orbitals, the Stark effect operator in
Eq. (2.65) leads to the on-site coupling of orbitals with opposite parity: namely
s and pz, and pz and dz2 orbitals. The corresponding matrix elements eEzsp
and eEzpd are given by the expectation values of the dipole operator zˆ,
zsp = 〈s| zˆ |pz〉 , zpd = 〈pz| zˆ |dz2〉 . (2.66)
In analogy to the hydrogen atom we call such on-site coupling of orbitals the
atomic single-particle Stark-effect. The electric field leads to a shift of the
electron charge density inducing a dipole moment of 0.00134 Cnm in the unit
cell for a typical field of 1 V/nm [26]. Therefore, we assume that the matrix
elements eEzsp and eEzpd are small as compared to εp− εs and εd− εp. Hence,
we expect no significant influence of the Stark effect on the shape of the bands
in graphene. On the other hand the Stark effect term can play a important role
in the SOC phenomena. We will show in the next chapter that the coupling of
the s and pz orbital due to external electric field will lead to the spin splitting
of the pi bands.
2.6.3 Spin-orbit coupling Hamiltonian
Table 2.8 and Eq. (2.66) show that SOC and the Stark effect lead to additional
non-vanishing on-site matrix elements in the TB Hamiltonian, such that the
σ and pi bands become coupled destroying the block-diagonal form of the TB
Hamiltonian,
H =
(
Hpi Hs
H†s Hσ
)
=


HAApi H
AB
pi H
AA
s 0
HBApi H
BB
pi 0 H
BB
s
HAAs 0 H
AA
σ H
AB
σ
0 HBBs H
BA
σ H
BB
σ

 . (2.67)
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µ \ ν |s〉 |px〉 |py〉 |dxy〉 |dx2−y2〉 |dz2〉
〈z| eEzsp −isyξp isxξp 0 0 eEzpd
〈dxz| 0 0 0 isxξd −isyξd i
√
3syξd
〈dyz| 0 0 0 −isyξd −isxξd −i
√
3sxξd
Table 2.9: Matrix elements of the SOC operator ~L · ~s in the basis of s, p and
d directed orbitals.
The new block matrices Hs include only on-site elements and are, consequently,
diagonal in the basis of pseudospin. The matrix elements of HAA/BBs , given in
the basis of directed orbitals, are shown in Tab. 2.9 . In addition to Hs there
are non-zero on-site matrix elements due to SOC in the matrices HAA/BBpi and
H
AA/BB
σ ,
HAApi = H
BB
pi =


εp 0 0
0 εd −iszξd
0 iszξd εd

 , (2.68)
HAAσ = H
BB
σ =


εs 0 0 0 0 0
0 εp −iszξp 0 0 0
0 iszξp εp 0 0 0
0 0 0 εd 2iszξd 0
0 0 0 −2isz εd 0
0 0 0 0 0 εd


. (2.69)
The non-vanishing matrix elements due to the SOC are linear in sz, therefore
H
AA/BB
pi and H
AA/BB
σ are diagonal in the spin basis, but off-diagonal in the
orbital basis, because the directed orbitals are not eigenstates of Lz . However in
this thesis we restrict ourselves to the basis of directed orbitals to be consistent
with previous works [42, 7]. Summarizing the results, the multi-orbital TB
Hamiltonian has the form of Eq. (2.67), where the single block matrices are
given in Eqs. (2.68) and (2.69) and Tabs. 2.4, 2.5, and 2.9.
2.7 Conclusion of the chapter
We have derived the multi-orbital TB Hamiltonian given in the basis of the
directed s, p, and d orbitals, which includes the atomic SOC and the Stark effect
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term. The study of the SOC effects in graphene requires the diagonalization of
the Hamilton matrix, which cannot be performed analytically. Therefore the
SOC effect can be only obtained by effective models. In the next chapter we
will present the derivation of the effective Hamiltonian given in the basis of
pz orbitals. The prize to pay is the restriction of the validity of the effective
Hamiltonian, it describes the bands with wave vectors in the vicinity of the
K point and energies close to the Dirac point. However, this is the region of
interest in the most experiment.
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3.1 Introduction to the derivation methods
In the previous chapter the band structure of graphene was studied by using the
multi-orbital TB model and introducing the spin-independent Slater Koster hop-
ping and overlap parameters. A qualitative description of the band structure
resulting from our FP calculations was obtained considering only the nearest
neighbors in the TB model. The on-site matrix elements in the TB Hamilto-
nian contain the energies of the orbitals and additional parameters due to the
coupling of orbitals by the spin-orbit interaction. In the phenomenological de-
scriptions of graphene [9, 43] the band modulation due to SOC is described by
Hamiltonians, where the effect of SOC is described by spin-dependent nearest-
neighbor (nn) or next-nearest-neighbor (nnn) hopping. As we pointed out in the
previous chapter the SOC has its strongest effect around the atomic core. Hence
any matrix elements of the SOC Hamiltonian in the basis of the orbitals local-
ized on different atoms are negligible small, making any direct spin-dependent
hopping between the atoms negligible. We present a physical interpretation of
spin-dependent hopping, which can be treated as an effective hopping between
the atomic pz orbitals.
In this chapter we derive an effective two-band Hamiltonian which includes
SOC effects, intrinsic and extrinsic, using two different approximations: The
perturbative transformation of the multi-orbital wave-vector dependent Hamil-
ton matrix into block-diagonal form. The advantage of this method is that the
SOC Hamiltonian is obtained instantly, but at the cost of a simple physical in-
terpretation. A more illustrative method is to derive an effective spin-dependent
nn and nnn hopping between the pz orbitals from the multi-orbital TB model,
written in the basis of local atomic orbitals, by considering the nn hopping to
other orbitals as a detour. Doing so, those empirical spin-dependent hopping
parameters are expressed by TB parameters, which were introduced in the pre-
vious chapter.
This chapter is organized as follows: First we present a derivation of the
Löwdin transformation and the idea behind it. The derivation for both effects,
intrinsic and extrinsic, is performed by ’folding down’ the multi-orbital Hamil-
tonian first into the subspace formed by the orbitals which describe the pi bands,
followed by further ’folding down’ to the subspace spanned by the pz orbitals.
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The results will have two contributions: one due to the s and p orbitals which
has already been obtained by H.Min et al. [23] via the degenerate perturbation
theory, and another due to the d orbitals. Both contributions are derived sepa-
rately within the effective hopping method. The terminology and derivation of
the effective hopping method are introduced first for a simple system, the linear
chain of artificial atoms with two possible states: pz and dxz orbitals. Then the
effective hopping method is applied to graphene and the single contributions to
the SOC effects are derived sequentially.
In the last part of the chapter the different contributions will be discussed and
shown that the d orbitals dominate the intrinsic SOC but can be neglected in
the discussion of the extrinsic BRSOC effect. At the end of the chapter we will
discuss the spectrum of the effective Hamiltonian and its role for spin relaxation.
3.2 Löwdin method
The Löwdin partitioning is a general and powerful method for the approxi-
mate diagonalization of a Hamiltonian H [44]. It is similar to the conventional
stationary perturbation theory, but more powerful because it does not distin-
guish between degenerate and non-degenerate states. The scheme of the Löwdin
transformation makes use of a unitary anti-Hermitian operator S, such that the
transformed Hamiltonian,
H˜ = e−SHeS ≈ H + [H,S] + 1
2
[[H,S], S], (3.1)
has a block-diagonal form, where
S =
(
0 M
−M † 0
)
, (3.2)
and M is an arbitrary matrix. The initial Hamilton matrix is divided into
blocks,
H =
(
H0 T
T † ∆
)
, (3.3)
where H0 model the bands of interest and T is the interaction matrix of the
subspaces of H0 and ∆. The only requirement for the Hamilton matrix H is
that the matrix elements in T are small with respect to the eigenvalues of the
matrix ∆. We demand that the transformed Hamiltonian in Eq. (3.1) must
be block-diagonal. Hence, the matrix M can be obtained iteratively from the
equation
T +H0M −M∆ +MT †M = 0. (3.4)
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Keeping only the second order terms in ∆−1, the matrix M reads as
M ≈ T∆−1 +H0T∆−2. (3.5)
Inserting this expression into the Eq. (3.1), the first element includes the effective
Hamiltonian
Heff ≈ H0 − T∆−1T †, (3.6)
where the second and higher order terms in ∆−1 are neglected.
To obtain the effective SOC Hamiltonian in graphene we first ’fold down’ the
σ states of the multi-orbital Hamilton matrix to the pi states, where H0 corre-
sponds to the pi-bands matrix of Eq (2.43), ∆ corresponds to σ-bands matrix
of Eq (2.44), and T includes the SOC matrix elements which couple the pi and
σ bands shown in Tab 2.9. These are small with respect to the energy differ-
ence of the orbitals εd − εp and εp − εs. This fact verifies the requirements
of the Löwdin partitioning. In the vicinity of the K point the approximation
∆−1(~k) ≈ ∆−1( ~K) is used implying that the kinetic part of the effective Hamil-
tonian is given by the pi-bands Hamiltonian. Due to ’K point approximation’
the resulting contributions to H0 are constant in the wave vector ~k. The ’K
point approximation’ sets the interval of validity for the effective Hamiltonian.
It describes the band structure only in the vicinity of the K points as long as
|~κ|a 1, where ~κ = ~k − ~K. The pi bands are built by p and d orbitals. Hence,
the next step is to ’fold down’ the effective Hamiltonian describing all pi bands
to the two-band Hamiltonian given in the basis of two pz orbitals only.1 Here the
matrix T includes the hopping between the p and d orbitals, which is assumed
to be small with respect to the energy difference εd − εp. This assumption was
verified by the results for the density of states shown in the previous chapter,
where the ratio of the corresponding hopping parameter and the energy differ-
ence was given by γ ≈ 1. The matrix block ∆ describes the conduction bands
in graphene with only d character. Such bands are separated by several electron
volts from the Fermi energy in the vicinity of the K points. Therefore the ’K
point approximation’ is also reasonable in this case and can be applied.
The resulting effective two-band Hamiltonian includes three terms,
Heff = H0 +HI +HBR, (3.7)
H0 is the ordinary two-band Dirac Hamiltonian given by the pz orbitals in
Eq. (2.30). The second term HI represents the intrinsic SOC effect, having the
standard functional form [29],
HI = λIτσzsz, (3.8)
1Spin is not considered, otherwise the effective Hamiltonian should be called four-band
Hamiltonian.
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where σz and sz are the pseudospin and the real spin Pauli matrices, respectively,
and τ ± 1 indicates the K and K′ points, respectively. The last term, HBR, is
the extrinsic, BRSOC,
HBR = λBR (τσxsy − σysx) , (3.9)
which is off-diagonal in spin and pseudospin. Consequently, BRSOC couples
spin and pseudospin degrees of freedom. The SOC parameters, λI and λBR are
expressed by the SK and on-site parameters defined in the previous chapter. By
keeping only the lowest order terms in ξp and ξd, the intrinsic and extrinsic SOC
parameters,
λI ≈ 2(εp − εs)
9V 2spσ
ξ2p +
9V 2pdpi
2(εd − εp)2 ξd (3.10)
and
λBR ≈ 2eEzsp
3Vspσ
ξp +
√
3
eEzpd
(εd − εp)
3Vpdpi
(εd − εp) ξd (3.11)
include two contributions coming from the p and d orbitals, respectively. The
expression for the intrinsic and extrinsic parameters Eqs. (3.10) ans (3.11)
are related to the effective hopping, which are given by sequences of nearest
neighbor hopping and on-site ’hopping’ between orbitals with the same angular
momenta, provided by SOC and single-particle Stark effect. In the next section
we present the derivation of effective hopping parameters, which originate from
such hopping paths.
3.3 The effective hopping approximation
3.3.1 Linear chain
As an introduction to the effective hopping approximation we present a simple
system, a linear chain of artificial atoms aligned in the x direction. To stay
related to graphene we allow only two possible states for the artificial atoms,
the p and dxz orbitals. We assume that the dxz orbitals have much higher energy
than the p orbitals, such that the two possible resulting bands are assumed to
be coupled weakly and to be clearly separated in energy. We are only interested
in the band energies with small differences to the energy of the pz orbitals,
assuming ε ≈ εp. Hence, the d-orbital states can be considered as virtual states
with vanishing probability for electrons to stay in. In the following derivation
of the effective Hamiltonian for the lower band built by p orbitals we try to get
rid of hopping to the d-orbital states. It is only possible at the cost of arising
effective nnn hopping between the pz orbitals.
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Figure 3.1: Sketch of a linear chain of artificial atoms with two possible states:
pz and dxz orbitals. The parameter Vpppi describes hopping between the neigh-
boring p orbitals and Vpdpi between the p and dxz orbitals, where the pi bond-
ings are represented by tunnels.
An appropriate model to describe electron moving through the linear chain
by discrete steps is second quantization. The hopping can be interpreted as
annihilation of the state µ at the atom i and creation of the state ν at the atoms
j. The corresponding tunneling energies are given by the hopping integrals tµ,i;ν,j
and the Hamiltonian by
Hˆ =
N∑
i,j=1
∑
µ,ν
aˆ†µ,itµ,i;ν,j aˆν,j , (3.12)
where aˆ†µ,i, aˆµ,i are the corresponding creation and annihilation operators, re-
spectively. A cut-out of the corresponding infinite hopping matrix T is shown in
Tab. 3.1 given in the basis of the pz and dxz orbitals localized at the ith atom,
where only nearest-neighbor hopping is included. The diagonal matrix elements
of T are the energies of the atomic orbitals ε` with ` = {p, d} and the hopping
integrals are given by the SK parameters
tz,i;z,i+1 = Vpppi, txz,i;xz,i+1 = Vddpi, tz,i;xz,i+1 = nxVpdpi, (3.13)
where nx = ±1 for a linear chain. The dxz orbital is odd under reflection with
respect to the yz plane, hence tz,i;xz,i+1 = −txz,i;z,i+1. Consequently, the sign
of the hopping between p and d orbitals depends on the hopping direction and
ordering of the orbitals. Figure 3.3.1 shows a draft of the linear chain with
possible orbital states. The hopping direction is denoted by arrows and their
notation illustrates the correct sign of the hopping integrals of Tab. 3.1.
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z, i− 1 xz, i− 1 z, i xz, i z, i+ 1 xz, i+ 1
z, i− 1 εp 0 Vpppi Vpdpi 0 0
xz, i− 1 0 εd −Vpdpi Vddpi 0 0
z, i Vpppi −Vpdpi εp 0 Vpppi Vpdpi
xz, i Vpdpi Vddpi 0 εd −Vpdpi Vddpi
z, i+ 1 0 0 Vpppi −Vpdpi εp 0
xz, i+ 1 0 0 Vpdpi Vddpi 0 εd
Table 3.1: A cut-out of the infinite hopping matrix T of the linear chain of
artificial atoms.
With the single particle ansatz |ψ〉 =∑l,ρ aρ,laˆ†ρ,l |0〉 the corresponding Schrödinger
equation gives the eigenvalue problem of the infinite hopping matrix T . The cor-
responding linear equations for the coefficients aµ,i and aµ,i±1 with µ = {z, xz},
(ε− εp)az,i = Vpppi(az,i−1 + az,i+1) + Vpdpi(−axz,i−1 + axz,i+1), (3.14)
(ε− εd)axz,i+1 = Vddpi(axz,i + axz,i+2) + Vpdpi(az,i − az,i+2), (3.15)
(ε− εd)axz,i−1 = Vddpi(axz,i−2 + axz,i) + Vpdpi(az,i−2 − az,i), (3.16)
are coupled by the parameter Vpdpi. Replacing axz,i±1 in Eq. (3.14) by their
expression from Eqs. (3.15) and (3.16) yields an effective nnn hopping between
the pz orbitals,[
ε− εp + 2t˜(ε)
]
az,i = Vpppi(az,i−1 + az,i+1)+
+ t˜(ε)(az,i−2 + az,i+2) +
Vddpi
Vpdpi
t˜(ε)(axz,i−2 − axz,i+2),
(3.17)
which is given by the parameter t˜(ε) = V 2pdpi/(εd − ε) and with ε ≈ εp t˜(ε) ≈
t˜(εp) = t˜. The parameter t˜ appears also on the left side of Eq. (3.17) since by
making two steps along the chain two hopping paths return to the starting atom.
The last term in Eq. (3.17) is the nnn hopping to the d orbitals. As mentioned in
the introduction to the linear chain, the d orbital states are considered as virtual
states. They can be interpreted as states in a potential barrier. In this picture
a hopping between two neighboring d states just makes the potential barrier
wider. Consequently it is improbable for electrons to stay in the d orbital state
by moving through the chain. Hence the hopping within d orbitals can be
neglected. The corresponding effective Hamiltonian for the linear chain results
from the eigenvalue problem of pz orbitals only and reads
Hˆeff =
N∑
i=1
[
1
2
(εp − 2t˜) aˆ†z,iaˆz,i + Vpppi aˆ†z,iaˆz,i−1 + t˜ aˆ†z,iaˆz,i−2 + h.c.
]
. (3.18)
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Figure 3.2: Band structure of the linear chain with K = a−1 and the dimen-
sionless arbitrary values of the parameters εp = 0, εd = 10, tp = −4, td = −2.
The red curve shows the two band structure with t′ = −3, the green line the
result of the one band approximation. The blue line shows decoupled bands,
where t′ = 0.
Due to translation symmetry the band structure, described by the effective
Hamiltonian, can be obtained by the Fourier transformed creation and annihi-
lation operators defined by
a†ν,i =
1√
N
∑
k′
a†ν,k′e
−ik′Ri , aµ,i =
1√
N
∑
k
aµ,ke
ikRi, (3.19)
where Ri is the translation vector. With Ri−1 = Ri − a and Ri−2 = Ri − 2a,
where a is the inter-atomic distance in the chain, the effective Hamiltonian is
given by
Hˆ =
∑
k,k′
a†z,k′az,k
[
t(e−ika + eik
′a) + t˜(e−2ika + e2ik
′a)
] 1
N
N∑
i=1
ei(k
′−k)Ri , (3.20)
with the short-hand notation t := Vpppi. In the case of an infinite chain (N →∞)
the summation over Ri is replaced by the Kronecker δk,k′. Thus, the summation
over k′ disappears and the effective one-band Hamiltonian,
Hˆ =
∑
k
a†z,k
(
te−ika + t˜e−2ika
)
az,k + h.c. , (3.21)
leads to the energy spectrum for a given wave-vector k
εk = εp − 2t˜+ 2t cos(ka) + 2t˜ cos(2ka), (3.22)
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which is shown in Fig. 3.2 for arbitrary values of the TB parameters with the
restriction t′  (εd − εp). The shape of the approximated band (green line)
shows a good agreement with the results of the original two-band Hamiltonian2
(red line) in contrast to the cruder and worse approximation, t′ = 0, (blue line)
where the two bands are considered as independent from each other. Thus the
effective hopping method is very successful in describing the structure of chosen
bands by a simple models.
3.3.2 Graphene: d orbitals
In this section the effective hopping model will be applied to the pi bands of
graphene to derive an effective Hamiltonian which describes the SOC effects in
the vicinity of the Dirac points. In second quantization the Hamiltonian is given
by the hopping integrals tµ,s,i;ν,s′,j,
Hˆ =
∑
i,j
∑
s,s′
∑
µ,ν
c†µ,s,i tµ,s,i;ν,s′,j cν,s′,j, (3.23)
which describe the hopping between the orbitals µ and ν with a spin s and s′
localized at the atoms i and j in the honeycomb lattice of graphene, respectively.
For i = j the hopping integrals are called on-site. In the basis of directed orbitals
the on-site hopping corresponds to the energy of the orbitals if ν = µ and s = s′
and to the SOC parameters if ν 6= µ and allowed by symmetry. In graphene
there are two atoms in the unit cell A or B, to identify the sublattices the general
creation and annihilation operators c†µ,s,i, cν,s′,j are replaced by a
†
µ,s,i, aν,s′,j or
b†µ,s,i, bν,s′,j , respectively.
The pi bands of graphene are given in the basis of the antisymmetric orbitals
pz, dxz, and dyz, where the d orbitals are coupled by the atomic spin-orbit
interaction. In the previous chapter the coupling was taken into account by the
on-site parameter ξd. The on-site matrix elements of the hopping matrix T are
given in Eq. (2.68). The nn hopping matrix elements tµ,i,s,ν,j,s ≡ tµ,ν(~nm) depend
on the nearest neighbor position vectors ~nm = ~Rm/|~Rm| of Eq. (2.15) and are
tabulated in Tab. 2.3. We chose an initial atom, denoted by 0, to be on the
sublattice A. The corresponding eigenvalue problem in the NNA is than given
by the linear equations of local orbitals denoted by µ = {z, xz, yz}.
2The full two-band Hamiltonian can be obtained in the NNA by the Fourier transformation
of the creation and annihilation operators already in Eq. (3.12).
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Figure 3.3: Honey comb structure of graphene showing the first and second
nearest-neighbor vectors defined by ~Rm and ~amm′ = ~Rm − ~Rm′ , respectively.
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Figure 3.4: Two of the possible nnn hopping paths through the d orbitals,
(black) arrows. The spin is shown by (yellow) arrows on the orbitals. The
opposite sign for clockwise (a) and anticlockwise (b) hopping is given by the
opposite sign in the SOC of the d orbitals.
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(ε− εp)az,0 =
∑
µ,m
tz,µ(~nm)bµ,m,
(ε− εd)bxz,m + iszξdbyz,m =
∑
µ,m′
txz,µ(−~nm′)aµ,mm′ =: X,
(ε− εd)byz,m − iszξdbxz,m =
∑
µ,m′
tyz,µ(−~nm′)aµ,mm′ =: Y,
(3.24)
where {m,m′} = {1, 2, 3} denotes the nearest neighbors of the given atom and
spin index is omitted. The index in the equations for the d orbitals is already
shifted to the nearest neighbors m of the initial atom. The nearest neighbors of
atom m are denoted by the double index mm′. The double index records the
hopping history with respect to the initial atom. It denotes the second-nearest
neighbors of the initial atom, shown in Fig. 3.3, or the initial atom itself if
m = m′. The linear equations for bxz,m and byz,m are coupled by non-zero SOC
parameter ξd. The solutions of the two linear equations
bxz,m = det
−1 [(ε− εd)X − iszξdY ] ≈ X
εp − εd −
iszξdY
(εd − εp)2 ,
byz,m = det
−1 [(ε− εd)Y + iszξdX ] ≈ Y
εp − εd +
iszξdX
(εd − εp)2 ,
(3.25)
are approximated using ξd  |ε − εd| and consequently det = (ε − εd)2 − ξ2d ≈
(εp − εd)2 if ε ≈ εp. In graphene it is a reasonable assumption because the
coupling of the orbitals by spin-orbit interaction in carbon atoms is of the order
of several meV and the εd − εp is of the order of 10 eV. In the vicinity of the
K point the energy of four of the six pi bands3 is at the order of εd − εp with
respect to the Dirac point. Therefore the hopping within the d orbitals can
be neglected by the arguments used in the discussion of the linear chain. The
hopping between the pz orbitals and the neighboring d orbitals is eliminated by
inserting the expression from Eq. (3.25) into the equation for az,0 in Eq. (3.24),
(ε− εp)az,0 = Vpppi
∑
m
bz,m − t˜
∑
m
∑
m6=m′
y∑
µ=x
nµ,mnµ,m′az,mm′ − 3t˜az,0
− isztSO
∑
m
∑
m6=m′
(nx,mny,m′ − ny,mnx,m′)az,mm′ .
(3.26)
The first term on the right-hand side of Eq. (3.26) is the ordinary nn hopping.
The seconds term is the resulting effective nnn hopping and is given by the
3Or eight of the twelve bands if spin is taken into account
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parameter t˜ = V 2pdpi/(εd − εp) in analogy to the linear chain, where
tz,xz(~nm)txz,z(−~nm′) = V 2pdpinx,mnx,m′ ,
tz,xz(~nm)tyz,z(−~nm′) = V 2pdpinx,mny,m′ ,
tz,yz(~nm)txz,z(−~nm′) = V 2pdpiny,mnx,m′ ,
tz,yz(~nm)tyz,z(−~nm′) = V 2pdpiny,mny,m′ .
(3.27)
In the case of returning hopping path (m = m′) the double index mm can be
replaced by 0 and the summations of the products of components of the unit
vectors ~nm in the equations above,∑
m
tz,xz(~nm)txz,z(−~nm)az,mm = V 2pdpi az,0
∑
m
n2x,m =
3
2
V 2pdpiaz,0,∑
m
tz,xz(~nm)tyz,z(−~nm)az,mm = V 2pdpi az,0
∑
m
nx,mny,m = 0,
∑
m
tz,yz(~nm)txz,z(−~nm)az,mm = V 2pdpi az,0
∑
m
ny,mnx,m = 0,
∑
m
tz,yz(~nm)tyz,z(−~nm)az,mm = V 2pdpi az,0
∑
m
n2y,m =
3
2
V 2pdpiaz,0,
(3.28)
result in the third term in Eq. (3.26), which is associated with a shift of the
energy of the Dirac points with respect to εp. The last term in Eq. (3.26) is an
additional spin-dependent nnn hopping. The corresponding hopping parameter
tSO = ξd V
2
pdpi/(εd − εp)2 is due to atomic SOC of the d orbitals.
The evaluation of the remaining sums in Eq. (3.26) yields
[
ε− (εp − 3t˜)
]
az,0 = Vpppi
∑
m
bz,m − 1
2
t˜
∑
m,m′ 6=m
az,mm′
+ isztSO
√
3
2
(−az,12 + az,13 + az,21 − az,23 − az,31 + az,32),
(3.29)
where the spin-dependent nnn hopping has opposite signs for initial spin-up or
spin-down states due to Pauli matrix sz. There is a change of sign between
clock-wise (-) and counter-clock-wise (+) nnn hopping. Figure 3.4 shows the
corresponding clock-wise (a) and counter-clock-wise (b) hopping paths via the
directed d orbitals for the spin-up state. The sign of the nnn hopping is deter-
mined by the sign of the on-site coupling of the dxz and dyz orbitals. There is
again a change of the sign if the initial atom is placed on the B sublattice.
Summarizing, we receive two additional terms to the Hamiltonian of the lo-
calized pz orbitals at the atomic position given by the vector ~Ri,
Hˆ =
∑
i
(εp − 3t˜)(aˆ†i aˆi + bˆ†i bˆi) + Vpppi
∑
〈i,j〉
(aˆ†i bˆj + h.c.) (3.30)
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where the energy of the pz orbitals is shifted by 3t˜, and j denotes three nearest
neighbors of the atom i. The first additional term is the effective spin-conserving
nnn hopping due to d orbitals similar to the nnn effective hopping derived in
the case of the linear chain,
HˆD =
1
2
t˜
∑
〈〈i,j〉〉
(aˆ†i aˆj + bˆ
†
i bˆj). (3.31)
The second term is the spin-dependent nnn hopping due to SOC,
HˆSO = i
√
3
2
tSO
∑
〈〈i,j〉〉
ζi,j(aˆ
†
iszaˆj − bˆ†isz bˆj), (3.32)
where the orbital and spin labels are omitted and j denotes the six second-
nearest neighbors of atom i. The intrinsic SOC part of the effective Hamiltonian
in Eq. (3.7) is obtained using the Fourier transformed creation and annihilation
operators defined in Eq. (3.19), where the d orbital contribution to the intrinsic
SOC parameter is given at the K point by
λ
(d)
I =
9
2
tSO , (3.33)
and the ordinary nnn hopping results in a shift of the Dirac point by 9
2
t˜ =
2γ2(εd − εp), which is consistent with the discussion of the pi-band TB Hamil-
tonian in the previous chapter.
3.3.3 Graphene: s and p orbitals
In the preceding section we have shown that effective nnn hopping paths are
going through d orbitals, states with large energy differences with respect to the
energy of the pz orbitals. An alternative to the d orbitals are the s orbitals.
But in contrast to d orbitals, the s orbitals do not couple to pz via hopping by
reasons of symmetry, but to the (in-plane) px and py orbitals. The effective nnn
hopping between the pz orbitals is possible because the p orbitals are coupled
by the spin-orbit interaction. The eigenvalue problem for a chosen initial atom
0 on the sublattice A is given by the linear equations
(ε− εp)ax,0 = −iszξpay,0 + isyξpaz,0 +
3∑
m=1
∑
µ={s,x,y}
txµ(~nm)bµ,m , (3.34)
(ε− εp)ay,0 = iszξpax,0 − isxξpaz,0 +
3∑
m=1
∑
µ={s,x,y}
tyµ(~nm)bµ,m , (3.35)
(ε− εp)az,0 = −isyξpax,0 + isxξpay,0 +
3∑
m=1
tzz(~nm)bz,m , (3.36)
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where the nearest neighbors of the initial atom are again counted by the index
m. Here we face the dilemma that the equations diverge in the limit ε → εp.
In Eq. (3.29) we have shown that the nnn hopping results among other thing
in the energy shift 3t˜. A similar shift results by hopping through the s orbitals
which ’removes’ the divergence of the equations for the in-plane p orbitals. The
hopping through in-plane p orbital does not have such effect. Hence, the nn
hopping between px or py orbitals can be omitted setting µ = s. The equations
for ax,0 and ay,0 are coupled via SOC. In the Löwdin method this coupling
leads to terms which are at least third order in the SOC parameter ξp. Such
terms, and therefore the coupling of the in-plane p orbitals, can be neglected.
Consequently, the equations Eqs. (3.34) and (3.35) are coupled via hopping only
to the neighboring s orbitals on the sublattice B. Furthermore the electron in
the neighboring s orbital states can move to their neighboring orbitals on A,
denoted by m′,
(ε− εs)bs,m = ξspaz,m +
∑
m′
∑
µ={s,x,y}
tsµ(−~nm′)aµ,mm′ , (3.37)
and to the pz orbitals on m via the Stark effect parameter ξsp = eEzsp, which
was defined in previous chapter. The hopping between the s orbitals can also
be neglected here because of the same arguments used in the discussion of the d
orbitals. The effective nnn hopping between the px and py orbitals is obtained
by inserting the Eq. (3.37) in the approximated equations for the in-plane p
orbitals Eqs. (3.34) and (3.35), where
(ε− εp)ax,0 = isyξpaz,0 + tsp(ε)
∑
m
nm,x az,m + t˜(ε)
∑
m,m′
∑
µ={x,y}
nm,xnm′,νaµ,mm′ ,
(ε− εp)ay,0 = −isxξpaz,0 + tsp(ε)
∑
m
nm,y az,m + t˜(ε)
∑
m,m′
∑
µ={x,y}
nm,xnm′,νaµ,mm′ ,
(3.38)
and the double index in aµ,mm′ denotes again the second nearest neighbors of the
initial atom as well as the initial atom itself if m = m′. The hopping integrals
between the s and p orbitals, tµ,s(~nm) = ts,µ(−~nm) = nm,µVspσ, are given by the
Slater Koster parameter Vspσ and nm,µ, the µth component of the unit hopping
vector nm. The non-zero Stark effect parameter leads to the effective nn hopping
parameter tsp(ε) = ξspVspσ/(ε − εs) and the effective nnn hopping parameter is
defined by t˜(ε) ≡ V 2spσ/(ε − εs). The iteration of Eq. (3.38) allows us to write
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Figure 3.5: Two of the possible nnn hopping paths through the s, p orbitals,
(black) arrows, with a corresponding spin, shown by (yellow) arrows on the
orbitals. The opposite sign for the clockwise (a) and the anticlockwise (b)
effective hopping is determined by the signs of the two SOCs of the p orbitals.
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Figure 3.6: A representative leading hopping path, (black) arrows, which is
responsible for the Bychkov-Rashba SOC effect, by coupling states of different
spins, illustrated by (yellow) arrows on the orbitals. The effective hopping is
between nearest neighbors. (a) The dominant p orbital contribution. (b) The
negligible d orbital contribution. For clarity the orbitals of the same atoms
are separated vertically, according to their contribution either to the σ-bands
(bottom) or to the pi bands (top).
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down the equations for aµ,mm′ ,
(ε− εp) ax,mm′ = isyξpaz,mm′
+ tsp(ε)
∑
n
nn,x az,mm′n + t˜(ε)
∑
n,n′
∑
ν={x,y}
nn,xnn,νaν,mm′nn′ ,
(ε− εp) ay,mm′ = −isxξpaz,mm′
+ tsp(ε)
∑
n
nn,y az,mm′n + t˜(ε)
∑
n,n′
∑
ν={x,y}
nn,ynn,νaν,mm′nn′ ,
(3.39)
where the quadruple index mm′nn′ counts all possible hopping paths of four
steps along the connection lines of the carbon atoms. With four steps one ends
up not only at the fourth-next neighbors but also at the second-nearest neighbors
or at the initial atom itself. Taking every path into account by replacing amm′
in Eq. (3.38) and using the approximation ε ≈ εp with ε−εp  t˜(εp) by defining
t˜ = t˜(εp) and tsp = tsp(εp), we derive the effective nnn hopping equation for pz
orbitals,
(ε− εp)az,0 = Vpppi
∑
m
bz,m − tSO
∑
m,m6=m
am,m′
+ isztSO
√
3
2
(−az,12 + az,13 + az,21 − az,23 − az,31 + az,32)
+ itBR
∑
m
[synm,x − sxnm,y] az,m,
(3.40)
where the corresponding effective clock-wise and anti-clock-wise nnn hopping
paths are presented in Fig. 3.5. The sign of the nnn hopping is the same in the
case of the d-orbital hopping, which is here due to double atomic SOC of the
out-of-plane pz orbitals to the in-plane px and py orbitals. The corresponding
on-site hopping changes the magnetic quantum number and at the same time
flips the spin due to the conservation of angular momentum. Hence, there must
be always two SOC couplings in the hopping paths such that the effective nnn
hopping is of the same form as Eq. (3.29). The coupling of neighboring spin
up and down states is represented by the last term on the right-hand side in
the above equation. The corresponding effective nn hopping originates from the
Stark effect and results in the additional term in the effective Hamiltonian,
HˆBR = itBR
∑
〈i,j〉
aˆi(~s× ~n)bˆj + h.c. , (3.41)
where j denotes the nearest neighbors of atom i and orbital and spin indices
are omitted. The corresponding effective hopping path is shown in Fig. 3.6(a),
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where the coupling of s and pz orbitals via the Stark effect interrupts the nnn
hopping in Fig. 3.5 such that there is only one spin-flipping process due to on-
site hopping on the neighboring atom. The effective hopping guarantees energy
transfer from spin up to spin down states, which consequently causes the spin-
splitting of the bands.4 While the Fourier transformation of the creation and
annihilation operators leads to the effective Hamiltonian of Eq. (3.7), where the
effective spin-conserving nnn and the spin-flipping nn hopping parameters are
associated with the intrinsic and the extrinsic, Bychov Rashba, parameters
tSO =
9
2
λ
(p)
I , tBR = λ
(p)
R , (3.42)
respectively, obtained at the K points. The shift of the Dirac points in energy
corresponds to λ(p)I and is consistent with the results of the energy spectrum
obtained in Ref. [23].
The derivation of the effective nn hopping through the d orbitals with the
path shown in Fig. 3.6(b) is not presented explicitly in this work. Thus let us
present an argument for the shown path by ruling out the alternatives. Here
the Stark effect couples the pz orbital to dz2. This leads to the question how
to continue the path in order to generate an effective spin-flipping nn hopping.
The dz2 orbitals does not couple to in-plane p orbitals by hopping like s orbitals
and the hopping to the neighboring pz orbitals will not flip the spin. We can
continue the path by hopping to the neighboring d orbitals, but these do not
couple to pz via SOC. Hence the only possible way to flip the spin is the on-site
coupling to dxz or dyz via SOC, staying at the initial atom, followed by hopping
to the neighboring pz orbitals. The coupling of the d orbitals via SOC can be
considered as on-site hopping between two states in a potential barrier. As we
have pointed out in the previous section, such processes are unlikely, making
the d orbital contribution to the Bychkov Rashba effect negligible.
3.4 Effective spin-orbit coupling Hamiltonian
In this section we discuss the effective TB Hamiltonian from Eq. (3.7) in more
detail. We have presented two ways to derive the intrinsic and extrinsic SOC
terms, folding down the multi-orbitals TB Hamilton matrix given in the ba-
sis of on-site Bloch functions and considering effective spin-dependent hopping
between the local atomic orbitals. The intrinsic SOC HI, given in Eq. (3.8),
destroys the picture of relativistic particles by opening a band gap of 24µeV at
the Dirac cones and turns single-layer graphene into a quantum spin Hall insu-
lator. The induced gap is twice the intrinsic SOC parameter λI in Eq. (3.10).
The p-orbital contributions to λI, derived in the previous sections and in the
4The spin-splitting of the bands is called Bychkov Rashba effect.
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Figure 3.7: Results of the FP (circles), analytical (solid lines) and numerical
(squares) TB calculations of the SOC intrinsic gap in graphene as a function
of the artificial lattice constant ratio. Those dependences originate from the
hopping parameters. The inset shows the dominance of the p orbitals for
larger values of the lattice constant ratio.
works [23, 45, 24], is negligible, yielding a gap of about 1 µeV, mainly due to
the fact that the SOC of the p orbitals, ξp, appears in the second order. The
second, d orbital, term in Eq. (3.10) gives a gap of 23 µeV, as obtained from
FP [26]. This term dominates, mainly because the SOC of the d orbitals, ξd,
appears in the first order.
The extrinsic BRSOC HBR, given in Eq. (3.9), breaks the spin degeneracy of
the bands in the vicinity of the K points, where the structure inversion asym-
metry is given by the applied electric field. The contribution of the p orbitals
to the Bychkov Rashba parameter λBR in Eq. (3.11) has already been obtained
in Ref. [23] by the degenerate perturbation theory. The linear dependence of
the Bychkov-Rashba parameter on the electric field E is consistent with our FP
calculations [26]. But unlike the intrinsic SOC, the extrinsic contribution due
to the d orbitals in Eq. (3.11) is rather small because it is proportional to the
product of two small quantities, Vpdpi/(εd−εp) and ξd/(εd−εp). According to the
FP calculations [26] λBR = 5 µeV for a typical field of E = 1 V/nm. This is an
order of magnitude smaller than the previous predictions by Huertas-Hernando
et al. [45] of the value of 47 µeV and Min et al. [23] of 67 µeV. The contribution
of d orbitals to λBR is about 1.5%. Comparing the expressions for the Bychkov-
Rashba parameter in Eq. (3.11) with FP calculation we obtain eEzsp ≈ 15 meV
and the ratio eEzpd/(εd − εp) = 0.0003, which confirms our necessary assump-
tion for the Löwdin transformation and effective hopping approximations used
in the derivation of Eqs. (3.11) and (3.41) To analyze the contribution from the
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Figure 3.8: Calculated Bychkov-Rashba constant as a function of the artificial
lattice constant ratio: FP calculations (circles), numerical diagonalization
of the p orbital part of TB Hamiltonian including overlap (squares) and the
analytical calculations (solid line). Those dependences on the lattice constant
arise from the hopping parameter Vspσ.
p and d orbitals in more detail, let us focus on the dependence of the spin-orbit
gap and the band splitting on the hopping parameters. In general the hopping
parameters decrease with increasing inter-atomic distance [41]. The contribu-
tion to the gap from the p orbitals is inversely proportional to the square of
Vspσ, whose dependence on the lattice constant is shown in Fig. 2.6, and thus
should increase with increasing inter-atomic distance. In Fig. 3.7 we show the
calculations of the intrinsic gap 2λI and Fig. 3.8 shows the Bychkov Rashba
parameter as a function of the relative lattice constant a˜/a stretching. In the
absence of d orbitals, the gap increases exponentially and should approach the
atomic-like splitting ∆ = 3ξp ≈ 8.5meV of an isolated carbon atom. The d
orbital contribution is quadratically proportional to Vpdpi and thus should van-
ish for large a˜/a. The resulting decrease and further increase of the gap as the
function of a˜/a is due to the interplay between the contributions from both the
p and d orbitals. The Bychov Rashba parameter λBR increases exponentially
for realistic lattice constant stretching, which is controlled by the decay of the
hopping parameter Vspσ with increasing inter-atomic distance.
The effective 8 × 8 Hamiltonian in Eq. (3.7) is easily diagonalized, yielding
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Figure 3.9: The split-off cones due to BRSOC. The spin alignment is shown
by in-plane arrows for a fixed energy value.
the same eigenvalues at the K and K′ points,5
εζϑ = εζϑ,~κ = −λI + ζλBR + ϑ
√
(λI − ζλBR)2 + V 2pppi|f |2, (3.43)
where f = f(~κ) ≈ −√3/2κae−iϕ. The band index ϑ denotes the conduction
(ϑ = +) and valence bands (ϑ = −), respectively. Both bands are split by
BRSOC, where ζ = + denotes the band with higher energy and ζ = − with
lower energy. The split bands are shown in Fig. 3.9 in the vicinity of the K
and K′ points for an electric field of 1 V/nm. For this typical value of electric
field the two conduction bands are degenerate and the valence bands are split
by 2λBR. The band gap is reduced by BRSOC to 2(λI − λBR), and disappear
if both SOC parameters become equal by tuning the electric field. By further
increasing the electric field, the band gap remains zero, but the spin-splitting
of the conduction and valence bands increases. For κa > λI/Vpppi, in the case of
linear energy dispersion,6 the spin-splitting stays constant being 2λBR. In this
region the spin states for a given wave-vector ~κ are well defined and align along
to the vector ~Sζϑ, defined by the expectation value of the four dimensional spin
5The time inversion symmetry is conserved by SOC. The equivalent energy of the states
in both valleys, K and K′, is a due to Kramer’s degeneracy, ε~k,↑ = ε−~k,↓, which is a
consequence of the invariance of the system under time inversion.
6This condition usually fulfilled in gated or doped graphene.
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operator vector ~S, which is given by the tensor product ~/2 (I × ~s),
~Sζϑ = 〈τ, ζ, ϑ| ~S |τ, ζ, ϑ〉 = 2ζεζϑVpppi
N2


i(f ∗ − f)
f ∗ + f
0

 , (3.44)
with respect to the eigenstates of the effective Hamiltonian Heff ,
〈σ, s|+, ζ, ϑ〉 = 1
N


−iζVpppif
εζϑ
−iζεζϑ
Vpppif
∗

 , 〈σ, s|−, ζ, ϑ〉 = 1N


iζεζϑ
−Vpppif ∗
−iζVpppif
εζϑ

 .(3.45)
The norm of the eigenvectors is given by N =
√
2
√
V 2pppi|f |2 + ε2ζϑ. The eigen-
vectors are written in the basis |σ, s〉 = {|A ↑〉, |A ↓〉, |B ↑〉, |B ↓〉}.
In the case of linear bands, the spin-alignment vector ~Sζϑ lies in-plane and
depends only on the polar angle ϕ of the wave vector ~κ, where
~Sζϑ ≈ ζϑ


sinϕ
− cosϕ
0

 , (3.46)
such that the spin up and down states point always normal to the wave vec-
tor for both valleys, K and K′, as illustrated in Fig. 3.9. The spin-alignment
vector is usually associated with an internal wave-vector magnetic field akin to
the Bychkov-Rashba effect of the two-dimensional electron gas (2DEG) in semi-
conductor heterostructures, where the SOC term in the effective Hamiltonian
has to be brought in the Zeeman form. The effective Hamiltonian of graphene,
Eq. (3.7), can be transformed into an effective BR-type 2 × 2 Hamiltonian for
both conduction and valence bands,
H˜eff = ϑ(Vpppi|f |+ λI) + ϑλBR~Sϑ · ~s, (3.47)
by successive unitary rotation first into the basis of H0 Eq. (2.30) and then
into the spin basis with respect to the direction of the spin-alignment vector
~Sζϑ. Comparison with the original BR Hamiltonian in a 2DEG system of the
form H~k = ~ω(~k) · ~s/2 shows that for SOC in graphene the effective in-plane
magnetic field is of constant amplitude but dependent on the direction of the
wave-vector ~κ. In this effective field the spin precesses with a frequency of
Ω = 2λBR/~. As shown by D’yakonov and Perel [46] random scattering induces
motional narrowing [47] of this spin precession causing spin relaxation. The
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spin relaxation rates for the D’yakonov - Perel mechanism for the outer-plane
and in-plane spin components,
1
τs,z
= τp
(
2λBR
~
)2
,
1
τs,x
=
1
τs,y
=
τp
2
(
2λBR
~
)2
, (3.48)
are asymmetric due to the in-plane magnetic field and depend on the momentum
relaxation rate 1/τp, which coincides in graphene with the correlation time of
the randomized effective magnetic field by scattering events [47]. Applying
different electron-scattering mechanisms, we obtained the spin relaxation times
in graphene, being of the order of micro-seconds [19] at room temperature and
for realistic values of λBR and densities of charged impurities, which are always
present in graphene substrates. The surprisingly small experimental value of the
spin relaxation times (100-200 ps) was only reproduced assuming untypical large
values for the impurity density. In Ref. [19] we pointed out that origin for such
small relaxation times in the experiment could be ad-atoms with relative large
atomic SOC. Placed on graphene the ad-atoms could induce a large extrinsic
SOC of the order of meV locally and consequently large spin relaxation rates.
3.5 Conclusion of the chapter
An effective Hamiltonian for the SOC effects in graphene was derived from a
multi-orbital TB model considering s, p, and d orbitals. Since d orbitals con-
tribute to the pi band without SOC, their (atomic) spin-orbit splitting deter-
mines the value of the band gap at the K(K′) points. The constant spin-splitting
of the conduction and valence bands is due to the coupling of s and p orbitals by
the Stark effect and the atomic spin-orbit interaction. This facts have been inde-
pendently confirmed by performing FP calculations of the dependence of the gap
and band spin-splitting on the lattice constant. We have also derived an effec-
tive single-orbital hopping Hamiltonian that captures all the essential spin-orbit
physics of itinerant electrons in graphene. With the parameters derived from
the multi-orbital theory and the insight given by showing the relevant effective
hopping paths, such a model should be useful for spin-polarized transport in-
vestigations, within the limitations restricting its use close to the K(K′) points.
We have pointed out, that the spin-splitting of the bands can be interpreted
as a Zeeman-like splitting in the internal wave-vector dependent magnetic field.
The scattering of the electrons randomizes the internal field leading to spin re-
laxation. However, the experimental values of hundreds of picoseconds would
require SO constants orders of magnitude higher than the ones obtained by FP
calculations [19].
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4.1 Introduction to the chapter
In this chapter we address the open questions considering SOC in bilayer and
trilayer graphenes: How does the SOC change the band structure? How big
are the corresponding effects? What mechanism stands behind? In chapter 2
we have shown that in the single-layer coupling of the d-orbital character of
the Bloch state by the L · S term gives rise to the leading term of in the SOC
induced band gap being 24µeV. We found that in such few layer graphenes
(FLGs) the pi bands at the Fermi energy involve intrinsic SOC effects of the
same order (24µeV) and became significantly suppressed below the numerical
tolerance if the d orbitals are excluded from the calculations. This coincidence
with the SOC induced band gap in single-layer graphene implies that the SOC
effects in FLGs have the same physical origin. More precisely, the intrinsic SOC
effect of the single layer determinates the SOC effects in the bilayer, trilayer or
even more-layer graphenes and graphite.
The correspondence between single and FLG vanishes when considering the
extrinsic SOC effects. The spin-splitting of the pi-bands in the vicinity of the
K point is due to transitions between spin-up and spin-down states. These
additional effects appear due to breaking of the spatial inversion symmetry.
In bilayer graphene and as well as ABC stacked trilayer the spatial inversion
symmetry is broken by applying an external electric field perpendicular to the
layers. The structure of the ABA stacked trilayer graphene is not inversion
symmetric by itself. The spin-splittings at the K points in all structures are
only due to the intra-layer intrinsic SOC effect. For a finite wave vectors k with
respect to the K point there is a competition of the intra-layer intrinsic SOC,
intra-layer extrinsic, BRSOC, and inter-layer extrinsic SOC effect. The extrinsic
SOC effects have a minor influence on the electronic structure in the very vicinity
of the K points and become insubstantial in comparison to the intrinsic SOC
effect, which leads to the extrinsic spin splittings due to an interplay of the inter-
layer hopping and the electrostatic potential arising between the layers. With
increasing values of k the effect of intrinsic SOC decreases, and the intra-layer,
BRSOC, dominates the spin splittings of the pi bands. The inter-layer extrinsic
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SOC effects give a small contribution to the spin splitting by inducing small
asymmetry in the values of splitting of the conduction and valence bands.
Here we present an orthogonal TB model for bilayer and trilayer graphene
taking into account s, p, and d orbitals. The SOC effects are modeled by
effective Hamiltonians, which include only the intra-layer effects. The hopping
parameters have been obtained by fitting relevant band structure obtained by
FP calculation to the TB model. The electronic structures of bilayer graphene
and graphite are obtained with the Wien2k code citeBlaha:Wien2k and trilayer
with FLEUR code within the film mode [48] by Dr. Martin Gmitra. In the FP
calculations we consider 0.142 nm for intra-layer atomic distance and inter-layer
distance was set to 0.335 nm, In the Wien2k we use vacuum of 2 nm for bilayer
graphene.
This chapter is organized as follows. We present first a TB model for a
general N -layer graphene including SOC effectively. This model is discussed
in detail for bilayer and trilayer graphene, and graphite. Further, we show.
that the band structures obtained in the vicinity of the K point from the TB
model agree well with the results of the FP calculations. The TB Hamiltonians
are presented explicitly, where the Bychkov-Rashba SOC in bilayer graphene is
discussed using an effective two-band model for the low-energy bands.
4.2 Tight-binding model of few-layers graphenes
The band structure of graphite and FLG is well described by a TBA or by
so-called Slonczewski-Weiss-McClure (SWMcC) model[28, 49, 50, 51, 52, 53, 3,
54, 4, 55]. In the TB approach one considers the inter- and intra-layer hopping
between the pz-orbitals of the neighboring atoms. The hopping parameters are
given by a set of parameters {γ0, . . . , γ6} shown in Fig. 4.1, where γ0 and γ1 are
the nearest neighbor intra-layer and inter-layer hopping, γ3 and γ4 are indirect
hopping between neighboring layers and finally γ2, γ5, and γ6 correspond to
the direct second-nearest-neighbor inter-layer hopping. In addition, there are
∆, δ parameters, which handle the asymmetries in the energy shifts of the
corresponding bonding and anti-bonding states in the energy spectrum. The
role of these parameters to the band structure and the correspondence between
TB and SWMcC Hamiltonian matrices is given in Ref. [4]. The relation of the
TB and SWMcC parameters and the corresponding values are tabulated in Tab.
4.1 for the FLGs and graphite. In the FLGs the individual graphene layers can
be ordered in different ways concerning the relative positions of the sublattices
Ai and Bi of the i-th layer. The resulting energy spectra and physical properties
strongly depend on the ordering. In the so-called Bernal or graphite structure,
the even numbered layers (let say B) are shifted along a chosen nearest neighbor
direction by the lattice constant. Even number layered FLG has spatial inversion
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Figure 4.1: Sketch of the trilayer graphene in (a) ABA stacking and (b) ABC
stacking. The bilayer graphene structure is obtained by removing the top
layer. The filled circles represent the carbon atoms of the sublattice A (green)
and B (red). The hopping parameters (γ0, γ1, γ2, γ3, γ4, γ5 and γ6) are de-
noted by the short-dashed, dashed, long-dashed, dashed-dotted, dotted, long-
dashed-dotted and finally by the small-dotted lines, respectively.
symmetry, while odd number layered FLG has no spatial inversion symmetry.
When one takes ABA trilayer graphene, shown in Fig. 4.1(a), and shifts one of
the A layer in the same direction as the B layer with respect to second A layer,
one obtains ABC trilayer structure possessing the spatial inversion symmetry,
see Fig. 4.1(b). These two ways of stacking correspond to the most dense sphere
packing in the hexagonal structure, minimize total energy, and are of interest
in this thesis.
Within a TB model the different ways of stacking are reflected in the second-
nearest-neighbor inter-layer hopping. For the ABC stacking we introduce the
parameter γ6, which describes the inter-layer hopping between two atoms in
different triangular sublattices A and B on layers A and C. In general, γ6 has
a different value from the parameter γ2, which describes the hopping between
atoms of the sublattice B in the ABA stacking structure. The values for γ1, γ2,
γ5, γ6, and the asymmetry parameters ∆, δ(ABA), and δ(ABC) are obtained by
comparing the eigenvalues of the effective Hamiltonians, shown in the following
section, to the FP spectra at the K point. The hopping parameters γ0, γ3, γ4
are chosen to reproduce the band-structure obtained from FP calculations close
to the K point. The corresponding values are listed in Tab. 4.1.
The spinless band structure of the N -layer FLGs is described by the 2N -
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TB [eV] ∆ δ γ0 γ1 γ2; γ6 γ3 γ4 γ5
SWMcC [eV] ∆− γ2 + γ5 - γ0 γ1 γ2/2 γ3 −γ4/2 γ5/2
bilayer 0.0096 - 2.60 0.339 - 0.290 -0.143 -
trilayer ABA 0.0153 0.008 2.60 0.337 -0.0210 0.280 -0.140 0.0080
trilayer ABC 0.0077 -0.001 2.58 0.335 0.0073 0.251 -0.152 -
graphite 0.0198 - 2.60 0.336 -0.0082 0.275 -0.140 0.0114
Table 4.1: Tight-binding parameters obtained by fitting the band structure to
the FP calculations. The signs of the parameters are chosen to be consistent
with the SWMcC parameterization presented in Ref. [2]. The translation table
of the parameters in the TB and SWMcC models is obtained from band-
structure fitting of graphite. The presented values of the TB parameters are
of the same order as in the literature [3, 4, 5, 6] and are consistent with values
of Ref. [7] obtained from bilayer band-structure calculation using WIEN2k
code.
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dimensional TB Hamilton matrix, whose short notation with {i, j} = {1, . . . , N},
H0i,jδi,j +H
1
i,jδi,j+1 +H
2
i,jδi,j+2 + h.c. ,
contains the intra-layerH0i,j, first-nearest-neighbor inter-layerH
1
i,j and the second-
nearest-neighbor inter-layer H2i,j hopping matrices, which are given in the basis
of the sublattice pseudospin. Here the ‘up’ state corresponds to electron density
localized at sublattice A and the ‘down’ state at sublattice B. With the spin
degree of freedom the dimension of the TB Hamiltonian increases to 4N . The pi
bands wave functions of FLGs built by pz orbitals are not affected by the spin-
orbit L · S term. Therefore coupling the pi bands to the other states is needed
by introducing a multi-orbital model that increases the dimension of the TB
Hamiltonian. Since SOC contributions are rather small due to the light atomic
mass of carbon, the effects of SOC can be studied in form of an effective TB
Hamiltonian. The effective TB Hamiltonian can be obtained using the Löwdin
transformation (see Sec. 3.2) of the multi-orbital TB Hamiltonian, which in-
cludes the s, p, and d orbitals. The most simple model neglects inter-layer
hopping except between the pz orbitals, while all other intra-layer hopping be-
tween s, p and d orbitals are taken into account. The pi bands are then expressed
in a basis reflecting contributions from other orbitals. It means, that there are
new terms in the matrix elements of H0i,j, which correspond to the single-layer
intrinsic and extrinsic SOC effects in Eqs. (3.10) and (3.11), respectively. The
technical details of the TB Hamiltonians are given below. In the following sec-
tions we describe the electronic states in bilayer and ABC trilayer graphene in
the presence of SOC and normal electric field, and ABA trilayer graphene and
graphite including SOC only. The FP results are presented and explained using
the TB concepts.
4.3 Hamiltonians
4.3.1 Bilayer graphene Hamiltonian
The effective TB Hamiltonian of a bilayer graphene shown below includes the
single-layer intrinsic and extrinsic, BRSOC, effects given by the parameters λI
and λBR, respectively. We write the TB Hamilton matrices in the basis of
the on-site Bloch functions ΨA1,s,ΨB1,s,ΨA2,s,ΨB2,s, where s denotes the spin
eigenstates along the electric field, and obtain the effective Hamiltonian


∆+ τλIsz + V/2 γ0f + iλBRs
τ
− γ4f
∗ γ1
γ0f
∗ − iλBRsτ+ −τλIsz + V/2 γ3f γ4f ∗
γ4f γ3f
∗ τλIsz − V/2 γ0f + iλBRsτ−
γ1 γ4f γ0f
∗ − iλBRsτ+ ∆− τλIsz − V/2

 .(4.1)
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The matrices sτ± = sx ± iτsy are given by the Pauli-matrices, where the
eigenstates of sz represent the spin eigenstates and τ = ±1 counts the K and K′
points, respectively. The intra-layer γ0 and indirect inter-layer hopping γ3 and
γ4 imply the wave-vector dependence of the Hamiltonian, which is hidden in
the variable f ≈ −τ√3|~k|ae−iτϕ/2 defined in Eq. (2.26), where ~k → ~k− ~K( ~K ′),
ϕ = ∠(~k, ~K), ~K( ~K ′) = (±4pi/(3a), 0), and a = 0.246 nm is the graphene lattice
constant.
To fold down the effective TB Hamiltonian into the basis of the low-energy
states, we transform the Hamilton matrix in the basis ΨB1,s,ΨA2,s,ΨA1,s,ΨB2,s
to gather the low-energy and high-energy states,


−τλIsz + V/2 γ3f γ0f ∗ − iλBRsτ+ γ4f ∗
γ3f
∗ τλIsz − V/2 γ4f γ0f + iλBRsτ−
γ0f + iλBRs
τ
− γ4f
∗ ∆+ τλIsz + V/2 γ1
γ4f γ0f
∗ − iλBRsτ+ γ1 ∆− τλIsz − V/2

 .(4.2)
For small enough f and λBR the requirements of the Löwdin transformation
is satisfied and the folding down results in the effective two-band Hamiltonian
given in the basis of low-energy on-site spin-resolved wave functions,
〈B, 1| Hˆ |B, 1〉 =
(
(2∆ − V )ζ|f |2 − τλI + V/2 −2iλBRfζ(2∆− V )/γ0
iλBRf
∗ζ(2∆− V )/γ0 (2∆ − V )ζ|f |2 + τλI + V/2
)
,
〈A, 2| Hˆ |A, 2〉 =
(
(2∆ + V )ζ|f |2 + τλI − V/2 −2iλBRfζ(2∆ + V )/γ0
2iλBRf
∗ζ(2∆ + V )/γ0 (2∆ + V )ζ|f |2 − τλI − V/2
)
,
〈B, 1| Hˆ |A, 2〉 =
(
γ3f − 4γ1(f∗)2ζ 8iλBRf∗ζ γ1/γ0
0 γ3f − 4γ1(f∗)2ζ
)
,
(4.3)
where ζ = γ20/(V
2 + 4(γ21 −∆2)) and the high-energy bands give a small pertu-
bative contribution to the shape of the low-energy bands. For reasonable values
of V holds |V ± 2∆|  γ0, therefore the corresponding matrix elements can be
set to zero.
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4.3.2 Trilayer graphenes Hamiltonians
The effective TB Hamiltonians of ABA and ABC trilayer graphenes shown below
including the intra-layer SOC effects,
Heff =


∆+ τλIsz γ0f γ4f
∗ γ1 γ5 0
γ0f
∗ δ − τλIsz γ3f γ4f∗ 0 γ2
γ4f γ3f
∗ τλIsz γ0f γ4f γ3f∗
γ1 γ4f γ0f
∗ ∆− τλIsz γ1 γ4f
γ5 0 γ4f
∗ γ1 ∆+ τλIsz γ0f
0 γ2 γ3f γ4f
∗ γ0f∗ δ − τλIsz


, (4.4)
Heff =


∆+ V γ0f γ4f
∗ γ1 0 0
γ0f
∗ δ + V γ3f γ4f∗ γ6 0
γ4f γ3f
∗ ∆+ Vm γ0f γ4f∗ γ1
γ1 γ4f γ0f
∗ ∆+ Vm γ3f γ4f∗
0 γ6 γ4f γ3f
∗ δ − V γ0f
0 0 γ1 γ4f γ0f
∗ ∆− V


+
+


τλIsz iλBRs
τ− 0 0 0 0
−iλBRsτ+ −τλIsz + V 0 0 0 0
0 0 τλIsz +iλBRs
τ− 0 0
0 0 −iλBRsτ+ −τλIsz + Vm 0 0
0 0 0 0 τλIsz iλBRs
τ−
0 0 0 0 −iλBRsτ+ −τλIsz


,
(4.5)
respectively. The Hamilton matrices are written in the basis of the on-site wave
functions ΨA1,s,ΨB1,s,ΨA2,s,ΨB2,s,ΨA3,s,ΨB3,s. In the ABC trilayer graphene
the middle layer has in general a non-zero potential Vm due to screening effects.
Here we can use the same arguments as in the case of the bilayer graphene to
neglect the Bychkov-Rashba effect in the very vicinity of the K points.
4.4 Bilayer graphene
The electronic structure of bilayer graphene around the K point, unlike the sin-
gle layer graphene, does not exhibit massless particles. The bands are parabolic,
but the possibility of a widely tunable band gap using electric field perpendic-
ular to the layers shows fascinating behavior that opens promising prospects
in applications [56, 57, 7]. In conventional materials, the band gap is fixed
by the crystalline structure, preventing the band gap control, which does not
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allow further control of transport and optical properties. Spintronics applica-
tions, however, require spin manipulation in which SOC plays a significant role
[58, 22]. It has been recently proposed that the effects of SOC in bilayer and
trilayer graphene structures are at the order of hundreds of micro eV caused
by effective spin-dependent inter-layer hopping between p orbitals [35, 36]. Our
study presented here does not support such results.
Figure 4.2 shows the calculated band structure of bilayer graphene around the
K point along the ΓKM high-symmetry lines; the SOC is taken into account.
The excellent agreement between the TB model and the FP calculations (lines
and points), respectively, persists to the lowest energy scales. Each of the shown
scales uncovers different physics. The largest scale in Fig. 4.2(a) shows parabolic
dispersions of four spin-degenerate pi bands due to spatial inversion symmetry.
The high-energy bands (corresponding to orbitals at atoms A1 and B2 at the K
point, see Fig. 4.1) are shifted in energy about 340meV by the direct inter-layer
hopping γ1 away from the low-energy bands (atoms A2 and B1) lying close to
the Fermi level. The difference in the energy shifts between the conduction and
valence bands is taken into account by the parameter ∆. The fine structure of
the low-energy bands in Fig. 4.2(b) shows two overlaying parabolas crossing at
the K point as well as at the point of accidental crossing along the ΓK line. These
crossings are governed by the indirect inter-layer hopping γ3 and γ4 which push
the bands towards each other. The presence of the SOC separates the states at
the crossing points by the value of 24µeV, see Fig. 4.2(c), which collapses below
1µeV if d orbitals are not considered in the calculations.
Applying a transverse external electric field E to the bilayer places the layers
to a different electrostatic potential. In terms of the TB model one introduces
parameter V which includes all possible screening effects and corresponds to
the splitting of the low-energy bands at the K point [7]. Figure 4.3(a) shows V
as a function of the electric field by fitting to the electronic structure obtained
from the FP calculations. The dependence is nearly linear with the slope of
about 0.1 eV/ (V/nm). The electric field bears also a slight variation of ∆ and
direct inter-layer hopping γ1. Their dependences are shown in Figs 4.3(b) and
4.3(d). For tiny electric fields smaller then 6mV/nm, bilayer graphene keeps its
semi-metallic property, which is given by a finite Fermi surface in the triangular-
warping structure of the low-energy bands even though the electric field induces
small energy gaps at the crossing points of the overlapping parabolas. Further
increase in electric field opens indirect band gap between the maximum of the
valence band present at the KΓ line and the minimum of the conduction band at
the K point; see band structure for the field of 25mV/nm shown in Fig. 4.4(b).
For electric fields larger then 0.45V/nm the states at the K point get significantly
repelled; minima and maxima of the valence and conduction bands are then
present along ΓK and KM lines [59, 7]. Consequently, there is a direct band
gap, shown in Figs 4.5(b) and 4.6(b). Due to the shift of the conduction band
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Figure 4.2: The calculated band structure of the pi bands along the ΓKM lines,
where K = |ΓK| = 4pi/(3a) with a = 0.246 nm. First-principles results are
shown by circles while TB calculations as solid lines. (a) Low and high-energy
bands. (b) Fine structure of the low-energy bands. (c) Detail view at the low-
energy bands shows anti-crossings at the K point and at k = −0.063 nm−1.
minimum away from the K point, the bandgap is no longer proportional to the
potential V and saturates to a value of about 265meV, similar to the values
found in previous works [60, 61, 57], as it is shown in Fig. 4.3(c). The electric
field breaks spatial inversion symmetry and lifts spin degeneracy. Closer look at
the band structure along the KΓM lines for E = 25mV/nm, E = 1V/nm, and
E = 10V/nm shown in Figs 4.4(c), 4.5(c), and 4.6(c), respectively, illustrates
the low-energy conduction-band spin splitting, which is exclusively governed by
the d orbitals, and is of the order of 24µeV at the K point. The values of the
corresponding TB parameters are presented in Tab. 4.2 .
The SOC effects at the K point can be understood in terms of the interplay
between the electrostatic potential V , direct inter-layer hopping γ1, and intrin-
sic intra-layer SOC controlled by the parameter λI, which has been found for
graphene 2λI = 24.4µeV [26, 62]. The energy spectrum at the K point reads
ε↑1 = ∆+
√
γ21 + (V/2 + λI)
2, ε↑2 = V/2− λI,
ε↓1 = ∆+
√
γ21 + (V/2− λI)2, ε↓2 = V/2 + λI,
ε↑4 = ∆−
√
γ21 + (V/2 + λI)
2, ε↑3 = −V/2 + λI,
ε↓4 = ∆−
√
γ21 + (V/2− λI)2, ε↓3 = −V/2− λI.
(4.6)
The sketch of the spectrum is shown in the Fig. 4.7. The eigenstates are con-
structed by the on-site (Bloch) wave-functions. Their form at the K point was
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Figure 4.3: Bilayer graphene essentials in external electric field obtained from
FP calculations (circles) and TB model (solid line). (a) Electrostatic potential
V as a function of the applied electric field. The slope is described by the
effective inter-layer distance of deff = 0.1 nm, which is defined by V = eEdeff ;
and (b) corresponding dependence of the hopping parameter γ1. (c) Energy
gap in biased bilayer graphene in comparison to V (dashed-dotted line) as
a function of the electric field. (d) Decrease of the parameter ∆ due to the
electric field. We note that E is the actual external electric field and not the
screened one as presented in Ref. [7].
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Figure 4.4: The calculated band structure of the pi bands of the bilayer
graphene with the applied electric field of 25mV/nm along the ΓKM line
with the K point and Fermi energy at origin, where K = |ΓK| = 4pi/(3a)
with a = 0.246 nm. Circles show the results of FP and lines are the TB
calculations. (a) Low and high-energy bands. (b) The fine structure of the
low-energy bands with the corresponding indirect band gap of 0.7meV be-
tween k = −0.068 nm−1 and the K point. (c) Detail view at the low-energy
conduction band shows its splitting due to SOC with the maximum value of
2λI = 24µeV at the K point and at k = −0.063 nm−1.
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Figure 4.5: The calculated band structure of the pi bands with the applied
electric field of 1V/nm. Circles show the results of FP and lines are the
TB calculations. (a) All bands: envolving band gap. (b) Detail view at the
low-energy bands shows the mostly direct bandgap of 94.5meV between the
valence k = −0.2 nm−1 and the conduction k = −0.15 nm−1 bands. (c) More
detail view at the low-energy-conduction band shows its splitting due to SOC
with the maximum value of 2λI = 24µeV at the K point and in its vicinity,
for the k points, whose values are the interval [−0.17, 0.1] nm−1.
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Figure 4.6: The calculated band structure of the pi bands with the applied
electric field 10V/nm. (a) Hyperbolic high-energy bands and Maxican-hat
structure of the low-energy bands. (b) The fine structure of the low-energy
bands in the bandgap region with mostly direct bandgap of 265meV the
valence k = −0.910 nm−1 and the conduction k = −0.904 nm−1 bands.
(c) Detail view at the low-energy conduction band shows its splitting due to
SOC with the value of 2λI = 24µeV at the K point.
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proposed based on symmetry arguments decades ago by Slonczewski [27] and
derived considering TB model and introduced in Eq. (2.49).
Let us take a detail look at this on-site wave functions to use their properties
to explain the spin-splitting we observe in bilayer graphene. The on-site Bloch
wave functions for the pi bands on the i-th layer is identified as
Ψ ~K,Ai,s = Ψ ~K,Ai,pz,s + iγΨ ~K,Bi,d+,s ,
Ψ ~K,Bi,s′ = Ψ ~K,Bi,pz,s′ + iγΨ ~K,Ai,d−,s′ ,
(4.7)
where Ψ ~K,Ai,µ,s are the orbital resolved wave functions defined in Eq. (2.2),
s, s′ = {↑, ↓} denote the spin eigenstates pointing along the electric field, and
the quantum numbers A, B correspond to the eigenstates of the sublattice pseu-
dospin. The two states in Eq.(4.7) are given by a combination of p and d orbitals
with opposite pseudospin. But these states can be still labeled as the eigenstates
of the pseudospin because the contribution of the d-orbitals is very small with
γ ≈ 0.09 [62] (see Sec. 2.5.3). The degeneracy of the d+ = dxz + idyz and
d− = dxz− idyz rotating orbitals is lifted due to the non-zero magnetic quantum
number and is governed by the L · S term with the energy-splitting ξd. Each
of the states ΨAi,s and ΨBi,s′, therefore, become spin-split due to SOC with the
energy gap of 2λI = 4γ2ξd by considering the SOC as a first order perturba-
tion. The d+ (d−) orbital implies that the corresponding spin up (down) state
is higher in energy. Due to a unique relation between the magnetic quantum
number of the d orbitals an the pseudospin in Eq.(4.7) the states ΨAi,s and
ΨBi,s′ with opposite spin s 6= s′ and pseudospin stay degenerate. (see left side of
Fig. 4.7). This fact gives us an important argument for understanding the spin
splitting in bilayer and also in other FLGs: namely, if there are two degener-
ate eigenstates built by two on-site states in Eq.(4.7) with opposite pseudospin,
the eigenstates stay degenerate if SOC is applied, because the spin splittings of
each of the on-site states cancel each other. In contrast, if the given eigenstate
is built by on-site states with the same pseudospin, their splitting by the SOC
implies the spin splitting of the eigenstate. This argument can explain the spin
splittings at the K points to in FLGs band structures.
In the Bernal structure of bilayer graphene the inter-layer hopping γ1 repels
the states Ψ ~K,A1,s and Ψ ~K,B2,s′ with opposite pseudospin in energy by building
bonding and anti-bonding states Ψ ~K,4,s and Ψ ~K,1,s. The hopping conserves spin
and does not break the pseudospin degeneracy, such that the resulting bands
stay spin-degenerate. Thus the spin-splitting of the remaining four low-energy
eigenstates Ψ ~K,3,s = Ψ ~K,A2,s and Ψ ~K,2,s = Ψ ~K,B1,s′ results in the anti-crossing
of the corresponding spin-degenerate bands. When transverse electric field is
applied the energy of the on-site states at different layers differs by the potential
energy V . The pseudospin degeneracy of the high-energy states at A1, B2 and
low-energy states at A2, B1 get lifted, see right side of Fig. 4.7. The spin-splitting
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Figure 4.7: Energy spectrum diagram at the K point of bilayer AB stacked
graphene without (left) and with (right) inter-layer hopping γ1. The states
on different layers are separated in energy by the electrostatic potential V .
The states at the sites A2 and B1 are split due to SOC whereas the remaining
states are shifted in energy due to inter-layer hopping γ1 and spin split by
2λIV/γ1, with λI  V  γ1. For large V > γ1 there is charge transfer form
A1 to B2 and thus the splitting saturates to 2λI. The energies are εsi with
i = {1, 2, 3, 4} and s = {↑, ↓} from top to bottom, see Eq. (4.6).
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Figure 4.8: (a) Spin-splitting of the high-energy bands at the K point as a func-
tions of electrostatic potential V : (solid line) TB result with 2λI = 24µeV,
(dashed line) TB result with 2λI = 20µeV and (circles) FP results. (b)
The absolute difference of TB with 2λI = 24µeV and the FP results at
E = 1V/nm as a function of relative inter-layer distance c/c0.
of the each low-energy state Ψ ~K,2,s and Ψ ~K,3,s′ is |ε↑2 − ε↓2| = |ε↑3 − ε↓3| = 2λI,
which results in the spin-splitting of the corresponding low-energy bands. The
spin-splitting of the high-energy states increases linearly with V for V  γ1 and
saturates to 2λI for V  γ1. This behavior is well described by the functions
∆ε1 = ε
↑
1 − ε↓1 and ∆ε4 = ε↓4 − ε↑4. But the results of our FP calculations are
reproduced only if 2λI = 20µeV. If we increase the inter-layer distance in the
FP calculations any contribution of inter-layer effect vanishes. The absolute
difference between 2λI(c) as function of the inter-layer distance c and the value
of SOC induced band gap in graphene, 2λI = 24µeV, is shown in Fig. 4.8.
Already by c = 1.4c0 with c0 = 0.335 nm the spin-splitting of the high-energy
bands is given for 2λI = 24µeV. Consequently, the reduction of 2λI from the
24µeV can be considered as an inter-layer effect.
The on-site coupling of the s and pz orbitals due to the Stark effect leads to-
gether with the SOC of p-orbitals to the extrinsic intra-layer effect, the BRSOC
[23, 26], whose strength is described by the parameter λBR (see chapter 2). The
resulting spin-splitting of the bands in single-layer graphene is constant in k,
corresponds to 2λBR in the reasonable interval of k values around the K point
and scales linearly with the electric field having the found value of 10µeV for
the electric field of E = 1V/nm [26].
In bilayer graphene the shape of spin-splitting as a function of k is more
complex due to an interplay of the Bychkov Rashba and intrinsic SOC effects.
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TB parameter [eV] ∆ γ0 γ1 γ3 γ4
bilayer 0.0096 2.6 0.339 0.29 -0.143
bilayer [E = 25mV/nm] 0.0096 2.6 0.339 0.28 -0.145
bilayer [E = 1V/nm] 0.0096 2.6 0.339 0.25 -0.165
bilayer [E = 10 V/nm] 0.0092 2.6 0.348 0.26 -0.100
Table 4.2: TB parameters obtained by fitting the band structure to the FP
calculations. The signs of the parameters are chosen to be consistent with
the SWMcC parameterization presented in Ref. [2]. The presented values of
the TB parameters are of the same order as in the literature.[3, 4, 5, 6] and
are consistent with values of Ref. [7] obtained from bilayer band-structure
calculation using WIEN2k code.
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Figure 4.9: The spin-splittings of the low-energy-conduction band for the elec-
tric field of E = 25mV/nm (red), E = 1V/nm (green), E = 6V/nm (violet).
The solid lines shows the FP and dashed lines the TB results.
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Figure 4.10: The spin alignment in the low-energy-conduction band as func-
tion of ~k for different directions. The kx axes corresponds to ΓKM line.
The circles corresponds to (1) k/K = 0.01, with the corresponding energy
ε = 56meV and angle between the spin pointing vector and the kz axes
θ = 5.5◦ (2) k/K = 0.0225, ε = 119meV, θ = 45.5◦ (3) k/K = 0.05,
ε = 355meV, θ = 80.5◦.
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Figure 4.11: Solid lines shows the low-energy valence-band the spin splitting
on the left side and the conduction-band on the right side of the bilayer
graphene at E = 1V/nm (violet) with increasing inter-layer distance c with
c0 = 0.335 nm in relation to graphene (red). The thin solid lines shows the
splitting if only p orbitals are included. The dashed lines shows the results of
the TB model, where the thin dashed line shows the spin-splitting given only
by the BRSOC.
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Such behavior can be understood by looking at the eigenstates of the spinless
Hamiltonian given for the n-th band and finite wave vector k. Such eigenstate
of nth band is expressed by the superposition of all on-site wave functions in
the unit cell, say
Ψ~k,n = a
(1)
~k,n
Ψ~k,A1 + b
(1)
~k,n
Ψ~k,B1 + a
(2)
~k,n
Ψ~k,A2 + b
(2)
~k,n
Ψ~k,B2. (4.8)
The on-site wave function have in general the form given by Eq.(4.7), but in
general, there is a contribution from the s and in-plane p orbitals, which is
not presented explicitly here. In our discussion of the spin splittings the exact
expression is not important, it is enough to have in mind that this part is re-
sponsible for the inter-layer coupling the spin-up and spin-down states of the
neighboring on-site wave functions by BRSOC. Hence the resulting spin split-
ting of the eigenstates depends on the coefficients a(i)k,n, b
(i)
k,n and correspond to
2λBR
∑
i |a(i)k,n||b(i)k,n| by considering the SOC as a perturbation. At the K point
either a(i)k,n or b
(i)
k,n are zero as shown in Fig. 4.7. Hence the BRSOC effect disap-
pears and the spin splitting of the bands is entirely given only by the intrinsic
SOC originating from the d orbitals as discussed above. For a finite k all on-site
wave functions contribute to the eigenstates and their spin-splitting due to BR-
SOC depends on the relative values of a(i)k,n, b
(i)
k,n, reaching the maximum value if
the coefficients became equal, like in the case of single layer graphene. In bilayer
graphene this case is reached for large k being roughly 5% of the ΓK line with
respect to the K point. Consequently the spin splitting saturates to the value of
single layer graphene 2λBR shown for the low-energy bands by the dashed lines
in the top part of Fig. 4.11.
The shape of the spin splittings as a function of k due to intrinsic SOC can be
handled in the same way, considering the coefficients in on-site wave-function
expansion of the nth eigenstate. There is an opposite situation to the BRSOC
effect: for equal coefficients a(i)k,n and b
(i)
k,n the spin splitting is zero and has it
maximum value of 2λI at the K point where either a
(i)
k,n or b
(i)
k,n is zero. This is
due to the fact that the energies of the on-site states with the same spin but
opposite pseudospin sum up to zero.
Consequently, for very small k the eigenstates are similar to the ones at K
and the intrinsic SOC effect dominates the spin-splitting, being at the order of
24µeV for the low-energy states as shown in top picture of Fig. 4.7. In contrast,
for large k, the neighboring on-site functions Ψ~k,Ai and Ψ~k,Bi contribute equally
to the eigenstates and therefore the BRSOC determines the spin-splitting. This
fact has crucial consequences for the spin alignment as a function of wave vec-
tor k shown in Fig. 4.10 for the spin-up state of the low-energy conduction
band. The intrinsic SOC term is diagonal in the spin. Hence the spin vector
is orthogonal to the graphene plane (by definition) at the K point. Then it is
rotated into plane going with increasing k due to increasing contribution of the
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Bychkov-Rashba effect reaching the single graphene case, where the spin is in
plane as shown in Fig. 3.9.
The above discussed saturation of the spin splittings of the bands by 2λBR for
large k is observed in the FP results only for small electric fields (< 0.1V/nm).
We believe, that the reason for the deviation of the spin splittings for larger
electric fields are inter-layer SOC effects, which couple the on-site spin-up and
spin-down states sitting on different layers. This statement is proved by in-
creasing the inter-layer distance. In Fig. 4.11 we show that the spin splitting of
the low-energy bands by the electric field of 1 eV/nm (given by solid lines) ap-
proaches the graphene case (red solid line) as the inter-layer distance increases.
The thin solid lines shows the case where the d and higher orbitals are excluded
from the FP calculations. Hence they represent the splitting given by intra-
layer BRSOC and inter-layer SOC effects. The overlap of the thin and thick
lines defines the region where the BRSOC effect dominates the spin splitting,
where the contribution of the intrinsic SOC is nearly zero. In this region the
energy difference between the spin splitting of the bilayer (violet line) and single
layer (red line) graphenes gives the contribution of the inter-layer SOC.
The relative contribution of the inter-layer SOC effects reduces with the in-
creasing electric field, since the layers became more separated in energy by
the electrostatic potential V . Figure 4.9 shows the spin splitting of the low-
energy conduction band for different electric fields. For the smallest field the
spin-splitting is given only by the intrinsic SOC effect. For intermediate field
(1V/nm) there is a disagreement of the FP and TB results for large k due to
the inter-layer SOC effects as discussed above. At the same k points the relative
difference of the FP and TB results is hardly reduced for large electric fields.
Here the the spin splitting of the shown band is mostly given by the intra-layer
BRSOC effect, except the K point.
4.5 Trilayer graphene
In the previous section we have shown that the spin-splitting of the pi bands
occurs in bilayer graphene when applying a transverse electric field. In tri-
layer graphene spatial inversion symmetry depends on the stacking itself. The
ABC stacked trilayer graphene possesses structural inversion. Consequently, the
bands are spin degenerate. As in the case of bilayer graphene, the spin degen-
eracy is removed by applying external electric field perpendicular to the layers.
In ABA trilayer graphene, in contrast, the spatial symmetry is not present and
thus spin degeneracy is lifted by the structure itself. In the following subsec-
tions we will discuss the band structures and their SOC effects for each stacking
case in detail using the on-site wave functions of Eq. (4.7). The unique relation
of spin and pseudospin degrees of freedom in the on-site wave functions allows
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us to explain the appearance of spin splitting at the K points in the different
structures.
4.5.1 ABA-stacked trilayer graphene
Figures 4.12 present the band structures of the ABA-stacked trilayer graphene
for three different scales. The largest scale in Figs 4.12(a) shows the high-energy
band separations from the low-energy bands driven mostly due to γ1 hopping.
The number of the high-energy bands depends on the number of states repelled
by γ1 hopping. ABA-stacked trilayer graphene contains eight low-energy bands
associated with atoms A1, B1, A2, and B3. The two high-energy bands are
combination of on-site states at atoms A1, A3 and due to γ5 and γ1 hopping,
the states localized at atom B2 are involved as well. At the K point the energy
spectrum of the six bands reads
ε↑1 =
1
2
(
γ5 + 2∆+
√
8γ21 + (γ
2
5 + 2λI)
2
)
,
ε↓1 =
1
2
(
γ5 + 2∆+
√
8γ21 + (γ
2
5 − 2λI)2
)
,
ε↓2 = δ − γ2 + λI, ε↑2 = δ − γ2 − λI,
ε↑3 = ∆− γ5 + λI, ε↓3 = ∆+ γ5 − λI,
ε↑4 = λI, ε
↓
4 = −λI,
ε↓5 = δ + γ2 + λI, ε
↑
5 = δ + γ2 − λI,
ε↑6 =
1
2
(
γ5 + 2∆−
√
8γ21 + (γ
2
5 − 2λI)2
)
,
ε↓6 =
1
2
(
γ5 + 2∆−
√
8γ21 + (γ
2
5 + 2λI)
2
)
.
(4.9)
The sketch of the energy spectrum is shown in Fig. 4.13. The corresponding
eigenstates are built by the on-site wave functions introduced in Eq.(4.7). The
fine structure in Fig. 4.12(b) shows the low-energy bands. It resembles the
bilayer and single-layer graphene low-energy spectra with a band gap when
comparing the parabolic and linear bands around the K point, respectively.
The ’gaps’ are given by the direct next-nearest-neighbor inter-layer hopping γ2
and γ5 (see Fig. 4.13), where the graphene-like band gap is given by ε2 − ε3
and the K point splitting of the bilayer-like bands by ε4 − ε5 in Eq. (4.9). Due
to crossing of the graphene-like valence band the bilayer like conduction bands
there is no real band gap in ABA-stacked trilayer graphene. The on-site states
Ψ ~K,A2,s are not coupled to other atoms of the primitive unit cell. Therefore they
form the low-energy band at the Fermi level. The on-site states Ψ ~K,B1,s and
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Figure 4.12: The calculated band structure of pi bands in ABA trilayer
graphene along ΓKM lines. Circles show the results of the FP and lines
the TB calculations. All six bands are shown in (a), where the two parabolic
high-energy bands are repelled by γ1 hopping at K. Two of the four low-
energy bands have graphene-like linear dispersion, while the dispersion of the
two remaining bands is parabolic similar to bilayer. The fine structure of the
low-energy band is shown in (b) and discovers the bands gaps in the single
structures. The detail view in (c) shows the spin splitting of 24 µeV in the
lowest conduction band.
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Ψ ~K,B3,s are separated by 2γ2 in energy and form the bonding and anti-bonding
states close to the Fermi level. The γ5 hopping pairs the on-site states Ψ ~K,A1,s
and Ψ ~K,A3,s forming one low-energy band.
SOC splits each of the low-energy bands. The spin splitting depends on the
wave vector and is of the order of tens of micro electron volts in the vicinity of
the K point with the maximum value roughly of 24µeV at the K point. Fig-
ure 4.12(c) shows spin splitting of one of the conduction bands. The splitting
drops below 3µeV if d orbitals are not included in FP calculations. The corre-
lation between the value of the intrinsic SOC effect in a single sheet graphene at
the K point and the trilayer structure is conspicuous. Therefore, we perform fur-
ther analysis to have deeper insight into the physics of SOC in the trilayer struc-
ture. As in the case of bilayer graphene, we explore the effects of SOC in terms
of the on-site wave functions introduced in Eq.(4.7). Each on-site wave function
spin splits by to SOC due to the d orbital contribution, such that the states
with opposite sublattice pseudospin and real spin have the same energy. Thus,
there are six degenerate on-site states if any inter-layer hopping is set to zero.
When turning the inter-layer hopping on, the six-fold degeneracy is lifted. The
eigenstates at the K point in ABA are given by linear combinations of the on-site
states Eq.(4.7) and are shown in the spectrum sketch in the left part of Fig. 4.13.
The inter-layer hopping conserves the spin. Thus, the spin degeneracy of the
resulting bands is only possible if the chosen band is at least twice degenerate
and those eigenstates have different pseudospin. The eigenstates with the same
pseudospin will be split by the SOC in the real spin up and spin down states.
The hoppings γ2 or γ5 combine states with the same sublattice pseudospin, B
or A, respectively. Thus the low-energy bands become split by the SOC due to
spin-splitting of the on-site states Ψ ~K,B1,s and Ψ ~K,B3,s or Ψ ~K,Ai,s, respectively, as
shown in Fig. 4.13. The first neighbor inter-layer hopping γ1 repels the on-site
states Ψ ~K,A1,s and Ψ ~K,B2,s, and Ψ ~K,B2,s and Ψ ~K,A3,s by forming the high-energy
bands, such that each of the corresponding eigenstates is built by all three on-
site wave functions, states with opposite pseudospin. However, the eigenstates
are spin split as seen by FP calculations. This fact seems to be a contradiction
because the high-energy eigenstates should be degenerate due to the pseudospin
degeneracy statement. However, as we pointed out in previous section, the spin-
splitting depends on the coefficients in the expansion of the eigenstates in the
basis of the on-site wave functions. Thus the spin-splitting of the high-energy
states is given by 2λI(2−α2±)/(2+α2±) with α± = −γ5/(2γ1)±
√
2 + [γ5/(2γ1)]2
by considering the SOC as perturbation in the first order, where (+) denotes
the conduction and (−) the valence band. Here the second nearest inter-layer
hopping γ5 plays the crucial role, even if γ5  γ1 (see Tab. 4.1). Setting γ5 = 0
leads to the spin degeneracy of the high-energy bands, because α± = ±
√
2 then.
Up to the first order in γ5 the estimate of the spin splitting corresponds to the
energy differences |ε↑1 − ε↓1| = |ε↑6 − ε↓6| ≈ λIγ5/(2
√
2γ1). This explains the small
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Figure 4.13: Energy spectrum diagram with the corresponding eigenstates at
the K point of trilayer ABC stacked and ABA stacked graphenes. Solid lines
are the energy levels. For the SOC-induced splittings we use λI  V, Vm  γl
with l = {1, 6} and γ5 llγ1 holds.
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Figure 4.14: The calculated band structure of pi bands in ABC trilayer
graphene. There are four repelled high-energy band shown in (a). The
parabolic conduction (valence) bands cross at the K point. The low-energy
bands are split at the K point by 2γ6 but cross accidentally at the KM line
for k = 0.1334 nm−1 as shown in (b). The detail view in (c) shows the band
gap at the crossing point with the value of 26 µeV.
values 2.3µeV and 4µeV for the spin-splittings of the high-energy valence and
conduction bands, respectively. However using the TB parameters in Tab. 4.1,
one obtains a splitting value one order of magnitude smaller then the numerical
results. Indeed, such small values are at the limit of numerical tolerance, such
that the high-energy bands appears to be nearly spin-degenerate.
4.5.2 ABC-stacked trilayer graphene
The electronic structure of ABC trilayer graphene involve a cone-like structure,
similar to the single layer graphene band structure at K, but the cones are shifted
to a point on the KM high-symmetry line. This fact does makes it impossible
to write down a simple Hamiltonian for the cones, as in the case of graphene.
Nevertheless, we will show that ABC trilayer combines the features of single
layer and bilayer graphenes: The crossing of the bands at the Fermi energy
makes ABC trilayer a gapless semiconductor, but with a widely tunable band
gap using transverse electric field as in the case of bilayer graphene.
In ABC-stacked trilayer graphene, there are four spin-degenerate high-energy
states [see Fig. 4.14(a)] associated with atoms A1, B2, A2 and B3 at the K points.
These states are repelled from the Fermi energy by the inter-layer γ1 hopping.
The two remaining low-energy states are associated with the atoms A3 and B1
and separated by the γ6 hopping parameter in energy. The accidental crossing
of the low-energy bands, shown in Fig. 4.14(b), determines the Fermi energy
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Figure 4.15: The calculated band structure of the pi bands in ABC trilayer
graphene with applied electric field of 0.1 V/nm. (a) shows all six bands.
The low-energy bands are split at the K point by 2
√
V 2 + γ26 , where the
band gap of 13 meV at the KM line is shown in (b). The high-energy band
splitting of 7.4 meV due to electric field is shown in (c).
level.
The applied electric field separates the outer layers in energy by the electro-
static potential V and induces a tunable band gap, shown in Fig. 4.15(b) for an
electric field of E = 0.1V/nm. Figure 4.16(c) shows the band gap as a function
of the electric field up to E = 10V/nm. In comparison with the bilayer gap,
the ABC gap is always direct and does not saturate. The external field enlarges
the splitting of the low-energy bands at the K points, which is given by the
difference of the eigenenergies
ε↑,↓3 = δ +
√
γ26 + (V ± λI)2 ,
ε↓,↑4 = δ +
√
γ26 + (V ± λI)2 ,
(4.10)
and at the same time provides the value of the electrostatic potential V by fitting
the energies in Eq. (4.10) to the FP spectrum. The value of the parameter γ6 is
fixed by the K point splitting at E = 0. Figure 4.16(a) shows the shape of the K
point splitting as a function of electric field (red line). In comparison with the
low-energy splitting figure 4.16(a) also shows the splittings of the high-energy
bands at the K point (green and blue lines). Here the corresponding on-site
states are put to different potentials arising between neighboring layers (see the
right picture of Fig. 4.13). There is a small difference in the splitting values of
both high-energy and the low-energy bands. This difference is modeled by the
non-zero potential Vm acting on the middle layer. The shape of Vm as a function
of the electric field is shown in Fig. 4.16(e) and is obtained by comparing the
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high-energy spectrum of the effective Hamiltonian in Eq. (4.5) at the K point,
ε↑,↓1 =
1
2
(
Vm + V + 2∆+
√
(V − Vm ± λI)2 + 4γ21
)
,
ε↑,↓2 =
1
2
(
Vm − V + 2∆+
√
(V + Vm ± λI)2 + 4γ21
)
,
ε↓,↑5 =
1
2
(
Vm + V + 2∆−
√
(V − Vm ± λI)2 + 4γ21
)
,
ε↓,↑6 =
1
2
(
Vm − V + 2∆−
√
(V + Vm ± λI)2 + 4γ21
)
,
(4.11)
with the results of our FP calculations. The values of the electrostatic potential
V are used as input to determine the values of Vm, γ1, and ∆ from the spectrum
of the high-energy bands. The shapes of γ1 and ∆ as functions of the applied
electric field are shown in Fig. 4.16 by (b) and (d), respectively. The dependence
of the parameter δ on the electric field is shown Fig. 4.16(d). Both asymmetry
parameters ∆ and δ yield a minimum for an electric field of 6V/nm. The reason
for the appearing minimum is band inversion: The electric field pulls the low-
energy bands and the lower high-energy bands towards each other, such that for
a large enough value the bands touch each other. By further increasing of the
electric field, the eigenstates in Eq. (4.10) exchange places with the eigenstates
given by ε2 and ε5 in Eq. (4.11) in the spectrum of Fig. 4.13, such that the
former lower high-energy bands become low-energy bands and vice versa.
As in the case of bilayer graphene, the SOC effects at the K point in ABC
trilayer graphene can be understood in terms of the interplay between the elec-
trostatic potential V , the direct inter-layer hopping γ1 and γ6, and the intrinsic
intra-layer SOC controlled by the parameter λI. A detailed view in Fig. 4.14(c)
shows that there is a band gap opening due to SOC of about 26µeV, which is
again controlled by the d orbitals. The difference between the gap value and
the value of 24µeV observed in graphene is due non-zero k that enters the split-
ting. For a finite k the on-site wave functions have different form as introduced
in Eq. (2.49). However, we assume that they posses a contribution form the
d orbitals, which causes a band gap if SOC is present. The spatial inversion
symmetry keeps the eigenstates spin degenerate, and the spin-splittings of the
corresponding on-site states with opposite pseudospin cancel each other; see
right picture in Fig 4.13. The spin degeneracy is lifted if an external electric
field is applied. Here we can use the same arguments as in the case of high-
energy bands in bilayer graphene. The splitting of the low-energy bands at the
K point is also proportional to V for V  γ6 and saturates rather fast to the
value of 2λI = 24µeV for V  γ6. The spin splittings of the high-energy bands
are proportional to 2λIV/γ1 if V  γ1 as shown in Fig. 4.17(a) and saturate at
2λI = 20µeV as in the case of bilayer graphene.
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Figure 4.16: ABC trilayer graphene essentials in an external electric field
obtained from FP calculations (symbols) and the TB model (solid lines).
(a) Electric field induced splittings at the K point as functions of the elec-
tric field: (blue circles) and (green squares) shows the splittings of the high-
energy conduction and valence band, respectively and (red diamonds) shows
the splitting of the low-energy band. The inset of (a) shows the low-energy
band splitting approaching the value of the hopping parameter γ6 for zero elec-
tric field, where the high-energy band splittings drop to zero. (b) The relative
dependence of the hopping parameter γ1 in percent with respect the value in
the case of zero electric field. (c) Band gap in biased trilayer graphene (red
circles) in comparison to band gap of the bilayer graphene (blue squares) as a
function of the applied electric field. (d), (e) and (f) The shape of parameters
∆, VM , and δ as functions of the electric field, respectively.
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Figure 4.17: (a) Spin-orbit coupling induced splitting of the bands in ABC
trilayer graphene as a function of electrostatic potential applied between the
outermost layers. Solid line shows the TB result, symbols are the FP cal-
culations, where circles shows the conduction bands and squares the valence
bands, where (red) low-energy bands, and (blue) and (green) the high lower
and higher high-energy bands, respectively. (b) Spin-orbit coupling induced
splitting of the low-energy conduction band along ΓKM lines. Circles shows
the results of the FP and lines the TB calculations. Color-coded are dif-
ferent values of the electric field: (orange) E=0.1 V/nm, (light green) E=1
V/nm, and (pink) E=5 V/nm with λBR = 0.25µeV, λBR = 2.5µeV, and
λBR = 18µeV, respectively.
The BRSOC effect dominates the spin splitting of high-energy bands for finite
wave vectors and large electric fields except for the spin splitting at the K points.
Here the splitting is due to the intrinsic SOC as shown above. In the case of the
low-energy bands there is a competition between the intrinsic SOC and BRSOC
similar to the situation of bilayer graphene, but here the additional inter-layer
SOC effects play a significant role. Figure 4.17(b) shows the TB and FP results
for the spin splitting of the low-energy conduction band for three values of the
electric field, which differ in the order of magnitude. The effective Hamiltonian
involving the intra-layer SOC effect only gives a good description of the spin
splitting of all six bands for wave vectors in the interval of ±5% of ΓK line
around the K point and for small values of the electric field (up to 1 V/nm).
To model the exact shape of the spin splittings as functions of k for large
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values of the electric field much more complicated models must be introduced.
It is possible to obtain by group theoretical arguments a maximum number of
SOC parameters in the SOC Hamiltonian at the K point. Doing so, one faces
a very complex minimization problem, which could provide the values of the
additional SOC parameters. However, there is no guarantee that the K-point
approximation stays valid, since the SOC parameters are in general wave vector
dependent. Moreover one must not forget in this discussion that we consider
electric fields here, which are hardly accessible in the experiments. Finally we
conclude that the presented simple model for the extrinsic SOC effects in ABC-
stacked trilayer graphene remains an adequate approximation.
4.6 Graphite
The electronic structure of graphite has been known for decades [28]. The
first investigation of the SOC effects by group theoretical analysis within a
k.p model was done by Dresselhaus [63]. We present here a more realistic TB
model to describe the SOC effects. The corresponding effective Hamiltonian of
graphite can be obtained be expanding the ABA Hamiltonian in Eq. (4.4) to an
infinite number of layers. The translation symmetric ordering of the layers in
the transverse z-direction allows to interpret the single layer as atoms ordered in
a linear chain with two atoms in the corresponding unit cell. The band structure
of a linear chain is easily obtained by Fourier transformation, and the infinite
effective Hamiltonian takes a form of a 4× 4 matrix,

∆+ γ5χ+ τλI1sz γ0f γ4f
∗Γ γ1Γ
γ0f
∗ γ2χ− τλI2sz γ3fΓ γ4f ∗Γ
γ4fΓ γ3f
∗Γ γ2χ+ τλI2sz γ0f
γ1Γ γ4fΓ γ0f
∗ ∆+ γ5χ− τλI1sz

 .
(4.12)
The consequence of the translation symmetry is that every inter-layer hopping
becomes dependent on the out-of-plane wave vector kz by Γ = 2 cos (kzc) or
χ = (Γ2 − 2). The nearest neighbor inter-layer hoppings γ1, γ3, and γ4 stay
off-diagonal, while the second nearest neighbor inter-layer hoppings γ2 and γ5
appear in diagonal matrix elements. The additional translation symmetry is
mirrored by the three dimensional BZ of graphite shown in Fig. 4.18. The band
structure of graphite along the ΓKM-line in Fig. 4.19 is similar to the structure
of bilayer graphene, where the nearest neighbor inter-layer hopping parameters
are twice as large because Γ = 2 and χ = 0 here. The band structure along the
new symmetry line KH is shown in Fig. 4.20(a) where due to the kz dependence
of the inter-layer hopping (γ1Γ) the high-energy bands cross at the H points.
The fine structure of the crossing is shown in Fig. 4.20(c), where the upper
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Figure 4.18: The 3-dimensional 1st BZ of graphite involving additional high-
symmetry points H and H′ and corresponding high-symmetry lines.
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Figure 4.19: The calculated band structure of the pi bands in graphite along
the ΓKM lines, where K = |ΓK| = 4pi/(3a) with a = 0.246 nm. First-
principles results are indicated by circles and TB results by solid lines. (a) Low
and high-energy bands. (b) Fine structure of the low-energy bands discover
the crossing of the parabolic bands similar to the case of bilayer graphene.
(c) Detailed view of the low-energy bands showing anti-crossings at the K
point with a value of λI2 = 24µeV.
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high-energy band crosses the low-energy band. Figure 4.20(b) shows the fine
structure of the low-energy band which changes its character from conduction
to valence band when crossing the Fermi level.
The intrinsic SOC terms are diagonal in the infinite matrix and remain unaf-
fected by the Fourier transformation. Therefore we expect that the splitting of
the low-energy band remains constant at the value of 24µeV (see Fig. 4.19(c)).
This statement is proved by FP calculations within the WIEN2k code. The re-
sulting spin splitting is shown in Fig. 4.20(d) and it remains constant along the
whole KH line including the H point. The linear dispersion of the high-energy
bands with arising band gap due to SOC is akin to the cone-like band structure
of graphene. The gap is of the order of 12µeV, half of the spin splitting of the
low-energy band. We found by the group theory arguments that there are two
different intrinsic SOC parameters λI1 and λI2 related to the high-energy bands
and low-energy bands at K, respectively. Consequently, the non-equivalent val-
ues of the SOC parameters lead to different values of splittings at the K and H
points. This work is in progress.
4.7 Conclusion of the chapter
In this chapter we have shown that the SOC effects in FLGs and graphite
are predominately given by the physics manifesting in single-layer graphene.
The wave functions of the pi-bands, built by pz and dxz, dyz orbitals, describe
sufficiently intrinsic SOC in FLGs. We expect the same SOC effects in all multi-
layer graphenes up to graphite. The results are supported by the FP calculations
providing a basis for the determination of the hopping parameters in the TB
model.
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Figure 4.20: (a) Electronic structure of graphite along the KH high-symmetry
line with a length of k0 = pi/(2c). (b) The transmutation of the low-energy
band from a the conduction to a valence bands. The Fermi energy (εF = 0)
crosses the band halfway along the KH line. (c) The band structure in the
vicinity of the H point shows the linear dispersion of the high-energy in the
vicinity of the H point, where the conduction and valence high-energy bands
(anti-)cross at H and ε = ∆ − 2γ5. (d) The spin-splitting of the low-energy
band is constant along the KH line and corresponds to 2λI = 24.9µeV.
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In this thesis a tight-binding model has been developed to explain realistic
electronic properties of single layer graphene, graphene bilayer and ABA and
ABC trilayers, as well as graphite. In the tight-binding approximation the
Bloch functions have been expressed by a linear combination of the on-site wave
functions, which are described by several quantum numbers, namely angular
momentum, magnetic, spin, and pseudospin quantum numbers. The on-site
wave functions are constructed from the atomic orbitals, localized at the position
of the atoms in the crystals. In the basis of the on-site wave functions we
have developed multi-orbital tight-binding Hamiltonians, which consider also
spin-orbit coupling in terms of additional tight-binding parameters. For the
experiments (for example the works in Ref. [18, 64, 12, 17] on spin transport and
spin relaxation) only specific regions of the band structure are relevant. In these
regions, at the vicinity of the K high-symmetry points, the relativistic effects
of spin-orbit coupling can be modeled by a spectrum of effective Hamiltonians.
In this work we have derived such effective Hamiltonians for all the considered
structures from the multi-orbital Hamiltonian. The effective Hamiltonians are
given in the reduced basis of the antisymmetric orbitals with respect to the
graphene sheets and involve the intra-layer, intrinsic and extrinsic, spin-orbit
effects. The corresponding parameters in the effective Hamiltonians have been
expressed by the tight-binding parameters of the multi-orbital tight-binding
Hamiltonian. We have presented the realistic values for the spin-orbit coupling
parameters obtained by fitting the energy spectra obtained by first-principles
calculations. The spin-orbit coupling effects in the first-principles band structure
of graphene, few layer graphenes, and graphite are well reproduced be the energy
dispersion of the effective Hamiltonians.
The derived effective Hamiltonians represent a simple model for graphene
and graphene structures, which can be used for investigating spin-dependent
phenomena such as spin injection, spin relaxation, and spin transport. Further,
our derived model of the effective hopping can be used to study spin effects also
for finite single or multi-layer graphene and/or in structures like nanoribbons
or graphene flakes. The spin polarization seems to be strong by localized along
the edges of graphene nanoribbons due to Bychkov Rashba effect as shown in
the work [65]. Our work gives realistic values for the parameters used in such
model calculations.
Our main achievements have been the quantitative understanding of the spin
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orbit coupling effects on the electronic band structure, the symmetries of these
band structure effects. We have uncovered the long forgotten prediction of Slon-
czewski that one needs d (and some higher, which are however less important, as
the first principles calculations show) orbitals. In modern investigations work-
ers have mainly focused on s and p orbitals, obtaining erroneous results, greatly
underestimating (by more than an order of magnitude) the actual values of the
spin-orbit coupling. On the other hand, we have also manifested that some other
modern predictions, predicting an order of magnitude larger spin-orbit couplings
in bilayer and trilayer structures, are unfounded. We have demonstrated, in a
unique combination of tight-binding modeling, independent first-principles cal-
culations, and group symmetry analyses, that all the major spin-orbit coupling
effects indeed come from the intra-layer single sheet graphene. The interlayer
coupling is purely orbital, contributing to spin-orbit phenomena indirectly, by
coupling already spin split orbitals. The number of 24µeV which is the spin-
orbit gap in single layer graphene, appears in all the multilayer structures.
In addition, our understanding of spin-orbit coupling in graphene structures
in applied transverse electric field leads to the conclusion that realistic fields are
insufficient in producing spin-orbit splittings beyond tens of micro eVs. If an
experiment sees a larger value (say, meV), it must come not from the electric
field (Stark effect), but from direct sp3 hybridization, pulling up the in-plane p
orbitals into the pi band. Such a hybridization is capable of giving locally up to
perhaps 10 meV of spin-orbit splitting, about three orders of magnitude higher
than the Bychkov-Rashba electric field effect. We have given the Bychkov-
Rashba spin-orbit coupling magnitude as a function of the electric field.
Finally, our calculations are also putting bounds on mode simplified symmetry
argument derived Hamiltonians, which are in general valid very close to high
symmetry points. For example, for graphene itself such a Hamiltonian at the
K points is adequate within 5% up to 200 meV. In bilayer systems the simple
Hamiltonians are more complicated, involving up to 10 parameters, and the
assessment of them is difficult, and it is also questionable if such models are
then useful. It seems, but this is still work in progress, that the electronic band
structure with spin-orbit coupling of a graphene bilayer can be well described
by the intra-layer couplings faithfully.
As an outlook to our work, we have laid foundations for future realistic inves-
tigations of the tight-binding electronic structure of graphene with spin-orbit
coupling. We can envision several extensions of our efforts. One would be
looking and confined systems, such as the aforementioned graphene ribbons and
flakes, looking at the edge effects with spin-orbit fields. One can also apply mag-
netic fields to these systems, modeled by a Peierls phase, and directly obtain
the quasi one-dimensional Landau level spectra of the nanoribbons and flakes,
to see the effects of the spin-orbit coupling on g-factors and cyclotron orbits, for
example. Furthermore, graphene ribbons are predicted to be magnetic at the
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edges (opposite magnetization at the opposite edges). The spin-orbit coupling
gives the mechanism for the magnetic anisotropy. Coupling the ferro-magnetism
and spin-orbit coupling in a tight-binding model could be one way of studying
these anisotropies. Further possibilities are provided by investigating ad-atoms.
For example, it is predicted that a H atom on top of a C atom in graphene hy-
bridizes in sp3, giving large spin-orbit fields in the local (few nm) environment.
This could give the large spin relaxation seen in the experiment. Tight-binding
investigations of this effect appear within reach. Similarly, one could study
defects such as vacancies and ripples using modified spin-orbit tight-binding
models similar to ours.
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